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and J. D. Sherman 

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory 
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Berkeley, California 94720 

April 1973 

ABSTRACT 

16 15 16 15 . 
The ( 0, N) and ( 0, 0) react1ons of targets of 

90 •91 •94zr, 92Mo, and 
93

Nb have been investigated with a 104 MeV 

16 0 beam from the Berkeley 88-inch cyclotron. Spectra for the 

(16o,17o) reaction (leading to the ground states of 90 •
93

Zr) and 

12 11 . 90 92 for the ( C, B) react1on on Zr and Mo at 78 MeV were also 

obtained. Outgoing heavy ions were detected in the focal plane of 

a magnetic spectrometer with a Borkowski-Kopp type position-sensitive 

proportional counter backed by a plastic scintillator. The (
16o, 15

N) 

and ( 16o,15o) data indicate a preference for high angular momentum 

transfer similar to (but less pronounced than) that shown by the (a,t) 

and (a, 3He) reactions on the same targets. No evidence for a multi-

step excitation of core-excited states is apparent from the present 

data. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

There is presently a great deal of interest in the spectroscopic infor

mation obtainable-from heavy ion induced transfer reactions. 1 In particular, 
•' 

16 15 . the ( 0, N) react1on at 60 MeV on all of the even Zr isotopes has been 

2 reported by Nickles et al. The Zr-Mo region is a suitable choice for such a ·)0 

study since there are plentiful data from light ion reactions with which to 

16 15 . compare. The ( 0, N) exper1ment of Nickles et al. was observed to strongly 

favor the capture of a g
912 

proton by an undisturbed Zr core and indicated a 

preference for large angular momentum transfer similar to that shown by the 

3 4 (a, t) reaction on the same targets.· ' This preference can be understood 

qualitatively by estimating the favored momentum transfer for the heavy ion 

reaction as described by von Oertzen. 5 The results of this calculation,6 

16 15 
summarized in Table I, indicate that at the gr~zing angle the ( 0, N) reac-

tion has a favored momentum transfer L~ 3. Similar calculations for the 

3 (a,t) reaction at 50 MeV and the ( He,d) reaction at 31 MeV (also at the 

grazing angle) give favored momentum transfers of 4 and 0, respectively. 

16 15 2 . 3 The Zr( 0, N) results were compared w1th the ( He,d) results 

of Cates, Ball, and Newman7 in order to determine which levels were populated 

by single-particle transitions. Several other states, not seen in ( 3He,d), 

were interpreted2 as possible core-excited levels of the type 

. 16 15 or [Zr(3-) ~ r.g
912

J. Observation of such states 1n ( 0, N) 

[Zr(2+) ~ 'TTg
912

J 

and not in ( 3He,d) 

is, of course, very interesting, since it implies the existence of a multi-step 

reaction mechanism in this mass region which is specific to heavy ion reactions. 

At the present time the data of Nickles et al. provide the only evidence for 

such a multi-step reaction mechanism. The <
16o,15N) data in the fp-shell do 

8 
not indicate an important contribution from two-step processes, nor do the 
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. 208 16 15 9 
h~gher energy Pb( 0, N) data of Kovar et al. However, essentially all 

of the proposed core-excited levels seen in the heavy ion experiment of Nickles 

et a1.
2 

were also visible in the (~,t) reaction3 '
4 

on these targets. To see 

whether this similarity of the <16o,15N) and (~,t) reactions persisted at an 

16 16 15 0 ener~ somewhat further above the Coulomb barrier, spectra of the ( 0, N) 

• b . d f 90,91,94z 92M d 93Nb b react~on were o ta~ne on targets o r, o, an at a earn 

energy of 104 MeV. Data on the neutron transfer reactions (16o,15o) and 

<16o,17o) were obtained simultaneously. Spectra from the 90zr( 12c, 1~) and 

92 12 11 . Mo( C, B) react~ons at 78 MeV were also obtained in a separate experiment. 

Since the angular distributions of all the states seen in the heavy ion data 

10 
were expected to be similar, angular distributions were obtained only for 

90 
the Zr target. For the other targets spectra were taken near the expected 

maximum of the angular distribution. 

II. EXPERIMENTAL 

16 The experiments reported here were performed with 104 MeV 0(4+) and 

78 MeV 12
c( 3+ )" beams from the Berkeley 88-in. cyclotron, with typical currents 

of fully stripped ions of 100-500 nA on target. The targets used here were the 

93 same as those listed in Ref. 4, with two exceptions: A natural Nb target, 

150 I 
2 d . h h . k d h" 92M vg em , was use ~n t e eavy ~on wor an a new, t ~nner o target, 

150 vg/cm2 (having the same isotopic composition as that listed in Ref. 4) 

was also employed. 

Since the 'spectrometer and heavy ion detector are new, they will be 

described below briefly. 

A. Spectrometer 

11 A schematic diagram of the spectrometer and 24-in. scattering chamber 

is shown in Fig. 1. The spectrometer is of the uniform field type with 



quadrupole and sextupole lenses added for vertical focusing and aberration 

compensation. The spectrometer is dispersion-matched to the beam analyzing 

12 system. Several features make this type of spectrometer well suited for 

heavy ion experiments: First, the particle orbits are isochronous to about 

1% at the full 9olid angle (2 msr), which allows accurate time-of-flight rneas- ·~~ 

urements. As will be discussed below (Sec. II-C), this is essential for good 

mass separation. Second, the angle of incidence on the focal plane (90 ± 10°) 

and large dispersion (60 ern for 6E/E = 30%) allow the use of a position-

sensitive proportional counter without a significant loss of energy resolution. 

Further details of the spectrometer system may be found in Refs. 6 and 11. 

B. Detector and Electronics 

The position-sensitive detector used in the focal plane of the spectro

meter is of the Borkowski-Kopp design. 13 It consists of a proportional counter 

1 em deep with anodes made from high-resistance carbon coated quartz wires. 14 

The counter consists of 6 wires, 45 ern long, mounted horizontally in the focal 

plane with a vertical separation of 1 ern. The detector is mounted on a movable 

table with a bellows connecting it to the spectrometer vacuum chamber (see 

Fig. 1). For these experiments, the proportional counter was run at 620 V with 

a mixture of 93% Ar and 7% CH4 at a pressure of 0.2 atm. Details of the con

struction of the counter used here may be found in Ref. 15. Similar devices 

are described in Refs. 16 and 17. 

A simplified electronics block diagram is shown in Fig. 2. The elec-

tronic logic (see Ref. 15) is basically straightforward, although complications 

arise due to the widely different timing of the four signals (which must all 

arrive at the computer simultaneously). The right and left preamp signals 

from the proportional counter are used both for position and 6E/6X information. 
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The position information comes from a measurement of the risetime difference 

b h . h d f . 13 
etween t e s~gnals at t e two en s o a w~re. Typical energy resolution 

for the (
16o,15N) data was about 200 keV (6E/E = 0.2%). The 6E/6X signal is 

obtained by summing the right and left preamp outputs and then shaping the 

signal in an amplifier with a 16 JJS peaking time. The purpose of the long 

time-constant is to obtain a signal which is essentially independent of posi-

tion. Typical 6E/6X resolution in these experiments was about 10%. 

The anode signal from the phototube is used for a time-of-flight (TOF) 

measurement with respect to the cyclotron rf. The resolution of the TOF sig-

nal is very dependent on cyclotron tuning, but was generally about 5 ns in 

these experiments. The signal from the last dynode of the phototube, while 

stored in the computer, was not utilized for particle identification. The 

response of the plastic scintillator is roughly linear with energy, 18 but the 

resolution obtained for 160 ions (~ 20%) was insufficient to resolve different 

peaks in the spectrum. 

During a run, data are taken on-line by an SCC-660 computer and written 

on magnetic tape for final data analysis. At the same time, singles spectra 

of position, TOF, 6E/6X, and dynode pulse height, and two-dimensional spectra 

of dynode signal vs position, TOF vs position, 6E/6X vs position, and TOF vs 

6E/6X are accumulated and can be individually displayed on a storage scope. 

Sample two-dimensional spectra are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Position spectra 

of the 6 individual wires are also stored in the computer. 

C. Particle Identification 

Data analysis of the heavy ion experiments is done off-line on the 

SCC-660 computer by replaying the data tapes obtained during a run. The TOF 

-and 6E/6X signals are corrected for position dependence in order to set particle 
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A corrected TOF vs position spectrum is shown in Fig. 3. 

Measurement of the four signals (position, TOF, 6E/6X, dynode) makes it 

possible, at least in principle, to completely specify the identity of a heavy 

ion. However, three of these pieces of information (the dynode signal has 

insufficient resolution to be useful) are generally enough for particle identi- -.J· 

fication. The identification scheme relies on two-dimensional plots of the 

various parameters. Non-relativistically we have 

Position a: Bp a: 

TOF 1 
a:-v 

and 

MV 
q 

(1) 

(2) 

( 3) 

where, for heavy ions in this energy range, n~ 1/2 •. Thus, a plot of TOF vs 

position gives bands of particles corresponding to different values of M/q 

(see Fig. 3) and a plot of 6E/6X vs position (Fig. 4) separates particles 

according to z2
• A TOF vs 6E/6X plot (Fig. 5) then allows one to set gates 

for different particle types. After gating, position spectra for the individual 

wires are merged using a calibration obtained either with an alpha source or 

by sweeping an elastic peak across the detector. 

D. Cross Sections 

Cross sections are obtained from the merged spectra as ratios to the 

elastic scattering cross section at the same angle, using a short "normaliza-

tion" run. A separate normalization of the elastic scattering runs yielded 
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data in good agreement with optical model calculations. The normalizations 

were based on a monitor counter located in the scattering chamber. 

In calculating cross sections it is necessary to know the relative 

charge state intensities of the heavy ions. During this experiment the ratio 

16o(8+)!16o(7+) was measured on one target ( 93Nb) and the ratio 15o(8+)!15o(7+) 

. 93 92 90 15 15 was·obta1ned for Nb, Mo, and Zr. (The N(7+)/ N(6+) ratio was not 

directly measured.) The results of these measurements agree well with the 

simple expressions given by Northcliffe:
19 

£ = 137 6/Z = 137 V/cZ 

Rz;z-1 = 0.365 £4 

= 0.3 
4.35 

£ 

(£ ~ 2) 

(£, 2) 

where V is the ion velocity and Z is its atomic number. 

If do are the "uncorrected" cross sections for the (
16

o,15N) and 
u 

(4a) 

(4b) 

(16o,15o) reactions, calculated by ignoring charge state corrections in both 

the normalization and data runs, then the corrected cross sections are 

do( 15N) = 
x<l6o> 

do (15N) 
x<l5N) u 

(Sa) 

and 

do( 15o) 
x<l6o) 

do <15o) = 
X(l50) u 

(5b) 

where x is the fraction of particles in the highest charge state. For heavy 

ions of the velocities encountered here, 

Rz;z-1 X s:;, ..,...--..::,..:..;__;;;;-

l + Rz;z-1 
(6) 
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since the probability for a charge state Z-2 is less than 1%. From Eq. (4b) 

one gets (for an equilibrium charge distribution) 

(7a) · 

and 

15 
L 89 R

8
/7( 0). (7b) 

Assuming Eqs. (7a) and (7b) are valid for all targets then gives 

(Sa) 

and 

(Sb) 

The heavy ion cross sections reported in this paper have all been corrected in 

this manner. As long as only the fully stripped charge state is measured, this 

method leaves only a negligible uncertainty in the cross sections. 

E. Position Calibration 

16 For the 0 experiment an internal calibration for each run was found 

.by using various known peaks to obtain p as a function of channel number. The 

known p's were calculated using the measured average spectrometer field. These 

values for p were then fit by a least-squares program,20 which generated a 

quadratic calibration curve from which the magnetic rigidities of unknown peaks 

were obtained. This procedure is not highly accurate, so the excitation 

energies quoted here for 16o induced reactions generally have rather large 

uncertainties. For the 
12c experiment the calibration curve was obtained by 

sweeping elastically scattered particles across the focal plane detector. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Selection Rules 

The selection rules for heavy ion induced single-nucleon transfer reac

tions have been obtained by several authors within the DWB.A framework. 21 , 22 
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They are: 

R.l + 12 
;e L;e 111 - 121 (9) 

jl + j2. ;e L;e I jl j21 (10) 

and 

11 + 12 + L = even (11) 

where 11 ,j1 
and 12 ,j

2 
are the orbital and total angular momenta of the captured 

nucleon in the projectile and final nucleus, respectively, and L is the trans-

ferred angular momentum. 16 15 16 15 For both the ( 0, N) and ( 0, 0) reactions 

studied here t 1 = 1 and j 1 = 1/2 (i.e., the transferred nucleon in the projec

tile is in a lp
112 

state), and Eqs. (9) to (11) require 

and 

L = 1 - 1 2 

(12a) 

(12b) 

For the c12c,11
B) reaction, where t 1 = 1 and j 1 = 3/2, the selection rules 

allow 

L = 1 ± 1 
2 

(13) 

(except for j 2 = 1/2). Thus, one expects to see differences in the ( 16o, 15N) 

and (
12c,11B) spectra due to the different selection rules as well as due to 

k
. . 9 1nemat1cs. 

These results are in contrast with light ion selection rules where, 

because 11 = 0, a single L value, L = 12 , is allowed for both j 2 = 12 + 1/2 and 

1/2 transfers. It has been pointed out5 that the parity selection 

rule, Eq. (11), is only approximate since it results from ignoring recoil 

effects in obtaining the DWBA expression for the transition amplitude. Since 
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the predicted DWBA cross sections depend very strongly on L (aL+2 s::::s 10 aL)' an 

implication of the above selection rules is that a very strong j-dependence is 

16 15 16 15 . 
expected in the ( 0, N) and ( 0, 0) react1ons. However, the experimental 

evidence
9 

indicates a j-dependence which, although clearly visible, is consid-

erably weaker than would be obtained from DWBA predictions. Apparently, this ..... 

. d h f h • 23 
1s ue to t e neglect o t e reco1l terms. In any case, validity of the 

parity selection rule has not been thoroughly investigated. 

B. 90Zr(l60 ,15N)9~ 
15 . 90 16 15 91_ . 

A N spectrum from the Zr( 0, N) ~ react1on at ei = 25° is shown 

in Fig. 6. The resolution is about 200 keV (FWHM). This reaction has been 

observed previously by Nickles et al.
2 

at 60 MeV. Table II summarizes the 

states observed in this work and their intensities. Compared with those of 

2 
Nickles et al., the cross sections are much larger (about a factor of 6) at 

the higher beam energy used here. 

Angular distributions for the ground and 3.37 MeV states are shown in 

Fig. 7. Based on the selection rules (Sec. III-A) the ground state corresponds 

to an L = 5 transition while the 3. 37 MeV d512 state requires L = 3. It can 

b f . 7 h h 90z < 16 15 ) . h . e seen rom F1g. t at t e r 0, N react1on s ows essent1ally no L-

dependence in the angular distributions, in agreement with the results of other 

(
16o,15

N) studies.
2

'
24 

The observed angular distributions can be unde~ 

stood in terms of a semi-classical picture even at energies much greater 

than the Coulomb barrier (which is about 39 MeV for the 16o-90zr system). At 

backward angles (small impact parameters) the transfer cross sections decrease 

due to absorption, and at forward angles (large impact parameters) the cross 

sections decrease because the projectile and target nuclei are outside the 

range of the nuclear force which is responsible for the transfer. The peak of 
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the angular distribution comes near the grazing angle, where alaR deviates 

from unity. For these data the grazing angle is about 25° (lab). Also shown 

in Fig. 7 are the results of DWBA calculations, which are discussed in Sec. V. 

16 15 2 
In the low energy ( 0, N) data the spectrum cuts off at about 4 MeV 

excitation energy due to the Coulomb barrier, so only states below 3.37 MeV 

can be compared. 16 15 . In both ( 0, N) exper1ments the ground and 3.37 MeV states 

are the strongest, with the ground state being stronger by a factor of 4 in 

these data and by a factor of 9 in the 60 MeV experiment. The weaker popula

tion of the 3.37 MeV state at 60 MeV might be due to the proximity of the 15N 

to the Coulomb barrier. Near the 1.61 MeV state reported in Ref. 2, there are 

three states seen here, at 1.29, 1.60, and 1.88 MeV. The 2.18 MeV state reported 

2 by Nickles et al., whose intensity was somewhat larger than that of their 1.61 

MeV state, does not appear here (see Fig. 6 ) • This state and the state at 2. 75 

MeV were tentatively suggested to be core-excited states of the type 

90 + 90 -[ Zr(2 ) ~ ng
912

J and [ Zr(3 ) ~ ng912 J, respectively, in Ref. 2,based mainly 

on their excitation energies. The 2.75 MeV state is also absent in the 

(
16o,15

N) data obtained here, unless it corresponds to the level at 2.97 MeV. 

A 200 keV error in the excitation energy of the 2.97 MeV level seen here is 

unlikely, however~ since it is so close to the 3.37 MeV state which was used 

as a calibration point at all angles. 

Above the 3.37 MeV state there are several levels seen in the 

90
zr(

16o,15
N) data which were not observed in the previous experiment. These 

states extend up to 6.6 MeV of excitation energy, above which no states were 

observed. The states at 5.9 and 6.6 MeV are very broad (see Fig. 6). 

This could be due to population of unbound states in 
9 ~b at these 

energies but, since similar groups at high excitation energies appear in the 
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15N spectra of the other targets studied, it seems reasonable to also consider 

the possibility of (Doppler broadened) 15N excited states. Such "shadow peaks" 

h b b d . h . . 25 b . (16 15N) . ave een o serve 1n some eavy 1on react1ons, ut not 1n 0, spec1-

fically. 

15 The first excited states of N occur at 5.27 and 5.30 MeV. However, 

these are 5/2+ and 1/2+ levels and cannot be reached directly from the 
16

o 

ground state except through admixtures of 2p-2h, etc., components. The third 

· d . 15N 6 33 M V . -l 1 1 d th b h d f exc1te state 1n , at . e , 1s a p 312 eve an us can e reac e rom 

the major (closed shell) component of the 160 ground state. (The 
16

o(d,
3

He)
15N 

reaction, 26 for example, yields a cross section for the 5.27-5.30 MeV doublet 

about 10 times smaller than those for the ground and 6.33 MeV states.) Ob-

viously neither of the observed excited states has exactly the right energy to 

be the 6.33 MeV state in 15N, but the average of the two energies (6.25 MeV) 

agrees quite well. 

A similar result was observed in the inelastic scattering data, which 

16 15 
was obtained simultaneously with the ( 0, 0) results reported below. In 

all of the inelastic 
16

0 spectra (Fig. 8) a broad doublet appears at excita-

tion energies of 5.7 and 6.4 MeV. The appearance of these states at the same 

excitation energies and with the same cross sections (within about 20%) in the 

90z 92M d 93
Nb h · ·1 · · · · 1 d r, o, an targets suggests t at a s1m1 ar trans1t1on 1s 1nvo ve . 

H . t . th f h k ds • 16o . d ere oo, ne1 er o t e pea s correspon 1n energy to an exc1te state, 

but the average energy, 6.05 MeV, could be explained by population of the 6.13 

MeV 3- state in 
16

o. The 6.05 MeV 0+ state in 16o is unlikely to be populated 

16 , 
by inelastic scattering since it is orthogonal to the 0 ground state and is 

believed to be mainly a 4p-4h level. 

The appearance of a double peak in these two cases could occur if the 

excited states are aligned with respect to the outgoing particle direction. 
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From the results obtained here it is not possible to unambiguously interpret 

15 
the highest excited states in the N spectrum. All that can be said is that 

the levels near 6 MeV are probably due to 
15

N excited states. 

c. 90Zr(l2c,llB)91Nb 

A spectrum of the 
90zrC 12c,11B) 9~ reaction at e1 = 25° is shown in 

F. 6 A . f th 90zrC 12c,11B) . h h f h 1g. • compar1son o e spectrum w1t t at rom t e 

90 16 15 . 11 Zr( 0, N) react1on (also in Fig. 6) indicates a peak due to the -e lp112 

level at 2.124 MeV. As expected for a Doppler broadened level, the peak width 

of the llB 2.12 MeV state is about 300 keV or twice the experimental resolu-

tion. The absence 
91 

of Nb levels near 6 MeV in the llB spectrum indicates 

this energy seen in 
90 16 15 

due to a lSN that the levels at the Zr( 0, N) data are 

excited state, as discussed above (Sec. III-B). A summary of the levels ob

served in the 
90

zr(
12

c,
11

B) reaction and their intensities is included in 

Table II. 

The relative increase in the population of the levels at 4.2 and 4.8 

12 11 . 16 15 
MeV in ( C, B) compared w1th ( O, N) suggests that these states have j 2 = 

. 90 3 
1

2 
- 1/2 or have high spin. The 4.8 MeV state has been seen in Zr( He,d) and 

· d15 ( ) · · h · t 1 t · · 
90z c t) 

3 
ass1gne _1=4 g

7
./

2 
, 1n agreement w1 t 1 ts s rong popu a 10n 1n r a, •. 

The 4.2 MeV level was also strongly populated in (a,t) although it was assigned
7 

1=2 in ( 3He,d). Based on the arguments in Ref.3, the preferred shell model assign-

. 90 + . + -
ments for the 4.18 MeV state seen 1n Zr(a,t) are 9/2 ., 7/2 , and 11/2 • If 

this state is the same as that populated in the 
90

zr(
16o, 15

N) and 90zr( 12c, 1~) 

reactions, a g
712 

or h1112 assignment is most reasonable. Certainly a comparison 

16 15 12 11 
between the ( 0, N) and ( C, B) data indicates that the 4.2 MeV state is 

not a d512 fragment. This result is consistent with the DWBA calculations 

discussed below (Sec. V). 
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D. 92Mo(l60 ,15N)93Tc 

The 
92

Mo(
16o,15

N)
93

Tc reaction was studied only at a = 20 and 25°. t 

can be seen from Fig. 9, the spectra look very similar to those from the 

As 

90 16 15 91 . . 
Zr( 0, N) Nb react1on (F1g. 6). A summary of the levels identified in the 

92Mo(16o,15
N) reaction is given in Table III, along with the cross sections for 

the ground and 3.36 MeV states seen by Christensen et a1. 27 at 66 MeV. As for 

the 90zr(
16o,15

N) data (Sec. III-B), the cross sections observed at 104 MeV 

are significantly larger than those reported at 66 MeV. The cross section 

ratio of the ground and 3.36 MeV states in 
93

Tc is about the same as that ob

served for the corresponding 
9~ levels. The low-lying p

112 
state, at 0.39 

MeV in 
93

Tc, is resolved from the ground state in these data, and has a cross 

section about 1/6 of the latter. The 0.10 MeV p
112 

state in 
9~ was not 

·resolved from the gY'Ound state in 90Zr(l60 ,15N). Therefore, assuming the same 

relative strengths as in 93T c, the 
9~ ground state cross section quoted in 

Table II is too large by about 15 to 20%. 

Near 6 MeV in 
93

Tc there are broad states in 
15 

the N spectrum similar 

If the 
91 

Nb ground state cross section is 

corrected for the presence of the unresolved p
112 

level, then the cross sec

tions (relative to the ground states) of the 5.9 and 6.7 MeV states seen in the 

two reactions differ by less than 10%. This is consistent with the hypothesis 

h h d • d 15 t at t ese states are ue to exc1te N levels. 

E. 92Mo(l2C,llB)93Tc 

92 12 11 93 . A spectrum of the Mo( C, B) Tc react1on at at = 25° is shown in 

Fig. 9. 
11 

The B 2.12 MeV peak is clearly visible and has an intensity relative 

11 90 
to the B grcund state about the same as that found with the Zr target. A 

summary of the levels observed and their intensities is included in Table III. 

..... ,, 
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In agreement with the 
90

zr data, the 6 MeV levels in 92Mo( 16o,15N) do not 

appear in 92Mo( 12c,11B). 

The relative enhancement of the 93Tc 3.9 and 4.7 MeV levels in ( 12c, 1~) 
. 16 15 compared w1th ( 0, N) suggests that these levels have j

2 
= i 2 - l/2. Strong 

92 3 levels near these energies were observed in the Mo(a,t) reaction, which would 

be consistent with population of g712 states in the heavy ion reactions. The 

results of m-TBA calculations for these data will be discussed in Sec. V. 

This reaction was observed at e
1 

= 25 and 30°. A summary of the levels 

observed here, compared with those seen in the 60 MeV 94zr( 16o,15N) data of 

Nickles et al. , 2 is given in Table IV. A spectrum of the 94zr( 16o, 15
N)

95
Nb 

reaction at e = 25° is shown in Fig. 10. The resolution is 300 keV (FWHM). 
1 

Here too the cross sections are larger than those observed in the 60 MeV ex

periment, although by much less than was true for the 90zr( 16o, 15N) data (see 

Sec. III-B). The strong low-lying states at 0.75, 1.6, and 2.05 MeV seen by 

• k 2 h Nl.c les et al. are also t e strongest states seen at 104 MeV. The cross sec-

tion listed in Table IV for the p
112 

state at 0.26 MeV was obtained from the 

28 
Gaussian peak fitting program DERTAG. The contribution of the upper level 

to the ground state peak is about 16%, in agreement with the ratio obtained from 

( ) . 93 
the resolved 0.39 MeV level l.n Tc. Since the spectroscopic factors for the 

low-lying p
112 

levels in 

tion of about 15% to the 

91Nb, 93Tc, d 95Nb . . "1 an are all qu1te sl.ml. ar, a correc-

91 
Nb ground state cross section listed in Table II 

would be a reasonable estimate. 

At higher excitation energies there appear four broad groups in the 
15

N 

spectrum (see Fig. 10). The upper groups, at 5.9 and 6.8 MeV, are similar to 

those seen in the 90zr( 16o,15N) and 92Mo( 16o,15N) reactions and are probably 
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due to an 15N excited state. The other two groups, at 3.8 and 4.8 MeV, must 

be 95Nb levels since they are well below the first excited state in 15N. How-

ever, with data at only two angles, it was not possible to obtain any mean-

ingful information about individual levels in these groups. The energies and 

cross sections for these "states" refer to the whole multiplet, rather than to ~· 

any single level, as is indicated by the arrows in Fig. 10. 

G. 91Zr(l60 ,1SN)92Nb 

The 
91

zr(
16o,15

N)
92

Nb reaction was studied only at e
1 

= 25°. The 

spectrum is shown in Fig. 11. Since the target ground state has Jn = 5/2+, 

each single-proton state forms a multiplet of levels. The ~g912 state, for 

example, forms a (~g912 ,vd512 > 2+~7+ multiplet in 92
Nb which spans 500 keV of 

29 excitation energy. As can be seen from Fig. 11, the largest peak has a cen-

troid (0.4 MeV) and width ~ 500 keV FWHM) consistent with populating all the 

states of this multiplet. A summary of the levels observed in the 

91 16 15 92 . Zr( 0, N) Nb react1on is given in Table V. A comparison of the cross sec-

tion of the 0.4 MeV "state" in 92
Nb with that of the ground state of 9~ 

(Table II) indicates that about 90% of the ~g912 strength can be accounted for 

in this multiplet. This result agrees very well with the corresponding meas-

• ( ) . 4 urement made w1th the a,t react1on. The other strong group in the spectrum, 

at 3.6 MeV, is expected to be a [ 91Nb(3.37 MeV)~ vd512 J multiplet based on the 

observed strong population of 
. 90 16 15 91~ the 3.37 MeV vd

512 
state 1n the Zr( O, N) ~ 

reaction (Sec. III-B). 

At higher excitation energy a very broad group appears with a centroid 

energy of 6.3 MeV. This group does not look like the 6 MeV groups observed in 

the spectra of the even-even targets (see, for example, Fig. 6), since it is 

not a double peak. The centroid energy of the group, however, still agrees 
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. f h -1 . d . . 15 well w~th the energy o t e p 312 exc1te state 1n N. The difference in shape 

in this case may be due to the "valley" between the 5.9 and 6.6 MeV peaks in 

90zr(
16o,15

N) being destroyed by averaging over the 500 keV wide ground state 

1 • 1 . 92Nb mu t~p et ~n . 
92 

Also, since the level density of the odd-odd Nb nucleus 

is undoubtedly greater than that of 
9~ at the same excitation energy, there 

92 is probably more cross section in this region due to "real" Nb states, which 

might have the effect of washing out the double peak structure. 

H. 93Nb(l60 ,15N)94Mo 

93 16 15 94 . . The Nb( 0, N) Mo react~on was stud~ed at eR. = 20 and 25°. The 

spectrum taken at e
1 

= 20° is shown in Fig. 12. The ground state and low-lying 

levels are populated rather weakly and the spectrum is dominated by a doublet 

93 3 
at 2.6 and 2.9 MeV. Based on the Nb( He,d) results of Cates, Ball, and 

7 h 94M 1 . h . 2 6 M V Newman, t ere are many o leve s ~n t e reg~on near • e • Spin assign-

30 
ments to some of these have been made by Lederer, Jaklevic, and Hollander in 

a study of in-beam y-ray spectroscopy of the even molybdenum isotopes. The 

y-decay data
30 

indicate levels at 2.421 MeV (6+), 2.608 MeV (5-), 2.738 MeV 

(4+), 2.870 MeV (6+ or 6-), and 2.953 MeV (8+ or 8-). These last two levels 

are connected by an E2 decay and thus must have the same parity. The 

93
Nb(

3He,d) reaction7 assigns 1 = 4 to the 2.875 and 2.960 MeV states, which 

+ + 2 suggests that these levels are the 6 and 8 of the (~g912 ) configuration. 

Similarly, the strong £ = 1 transition to the 2.614 MeV level in (
3
He,d) 

indicates a dominant (~p~~2 g
912

>5- configuration for that state. A summary of 

the levels observed in the 93
NbC

16o,15N) reaction, as well as those seen in the 

3 
( He,d) andy-decay experiments, is given in Table VI. 

The highest state seen here, at 4.1 MeV, was not reported in Ref. 7. 
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A number of levels in this region were seen in the y spectroscopy experiment 

and given high-spin assignments (J-~ 8). Such high-spin states are likely 

to be multiparticle states. The exceptions to this are the 9 and 10 states 

which arise from the (nh1112 g
912

) configuration. However, the nh1112 single

particle energy is quite high ( > 6 MeV) in 
93

Tc and is probably not too differ- '• 

ent in 94Mo. The probable 10+ state at 3.894 MeV, for example, was tentatively 

associated with the [(ng912 )~+(vd512 );+] configuration. In a single-step 

stripping reaction, such a level could only be reached through an admixture of 

[(ng912 )(vd512 >~+J912+ in the 
93

Nb ground state. Another possible explanation 

for states in this region would be levels with a dominant nd
512 

configuration. 

Such states would be expected at about this excitation energy. The i = 2 

93 3 admixtures determined for the low-lying levels seen in Nb( He,d) were all 

quite small, indicating that the major nd512 strength does lie at higher 

energies. 

94 
At very high energies in Mo very broad structures appear in the spec-

trum. The excitation energies of two of these "levels", 8.8 and 9.9 MeV, 

could correspond to the double excitation which gives 
94

Mo (2.9 MeV) and 
15

N 

(6.33 MeV), in agreement with previous evidence. 

I. 90Zr(l60 ,1S0 )91Zr 

90 16 15 91 . 
A spectrum of the Zr( 0, 0) Zr react~on at ei = 25° is shown in 

Fig. 13. The resolution is about 250 keV (FWHM). To facilitate later com-

90 3 91 . parison, a spectrum of the Zr(a, He) Zr react~on at 65 MeV is included. 

As can be s·een from Fig. 13, only two levels are strongly populated, 

the ground and 2.16 MeV states. The angular distributions for these states, 

90 16 15 91 
shown in Fig. 14, are quite similar to those from the Zr( 0, N) Nb reac-

tion (Fig. 7). 
15 15 . 

Both the 0 and N angular distributions peak at about the 

.. 
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same angle, but the 15o angular distributions fall off more rapidly at forward 

angles than do those of 15N. 

The expected Q-value dependence of sub-Coulomb heavy-ion induced trans~ 

31 
fer reactions has been discussed by Buttle and Goldfarb. They find that for 

neutron transfer the favored Q-value is zero. This is a consequence of 

requiring that the distance of closest approach be approximately the same in 

16 15 both the initial and final channels. In the case of the ( 0, N) reaction 

this requirement favors a negative Q-value since there is a change in the out-

going Coulomb barrier. For neutron transfer, a zero Q~value corresponds roughly 

to a momentum transfer of zero. In the present case, the ground state (d
512

> 

transition requires L = 3 and the transition to the 2.16 MeV state (h1112 > 

requires L = 6 according to the selection rules (Sec. III-A). From the kine-

matic model described in Refs. 5 and 6 an L = 3 transition corresponds to a 

Q-value of -1.5 MeV, while an L = 6 transition.corresponds to a Q-value of -6 

MeV. Thus, in this simple picture the ground state (L = 3) is about 7 MeV 

away from the favored Q-value and the 2.16 MeV state (L = 6) is off by about 

4.5 MeV. 

The Q-value dependence of heavy ion reaction cross sections is predicted 

31,32 33 
to be quite steep. Manko et al. observed changes in cross section of 

about one order of magnitude for a Q-value change of 5 MeV in the (16o,15N) 

reaction on the nickel isotopes leading to the ng
912 

states in copper. Accord

ing to the calculations of Buttle and Goldfarb, 
31 

the Q-value dependence for 

neutron transfer is even more pronounced than for proton transfer and they 

suggested that it would be necessary to select a reaction whose Q-value was 

near the optimum value in order to obtain "measurable" cross sections for 

single nucleon transfer reactions. The data obtained here show cross sections 
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for the ground and 2.16 MeV states (whose Q-values are -8.5 and -10.6 MeV, 

respectively) of 3 mb/sr at e1 = 25°. This indicates that measurable cross 

· b · abl · h h <16o· 15o>· • h.gh b mbaro· · sect~ons are o ta1n e w~t t e , react~on at ~ o ~ng energ~es, 

even for very negative Q-values. Since conventional no-recoil DWBA calcula-

tions (see Sec. V) predict correctly the magnitude of the cross sections mE;!as- "'.~ 

ured here, it seems apparent that the Q-value dependence at 104 MeV is less 

acute than suggested by the sub-Coulomb model of Buttle and Goldfarb.31 

The levels of 
91

zr have been studied by means of the 90zr(d,p)9Lzr 

. 34-36 d • • • 
react~on. The groun state ~s the vd

512 
s~ngle-particle level and ~s 

observed with a spectroscopic factor of approximately unity in all cases. The 

situation for the doublet at 2.16 and 2.19 MeV is not so unambiguous since the 

two levels are assigned different i values by the various groups. Cohen and 

. 34 35 Chub1nsky and Graue et al. see only i = 4 strength, while Bingham and 

Halb rt 36 d B h 1 37 . h . mb " 4 ( ) d h e an oot et a • ass~gn t e upper me er as ~ = g
712 

an t e 

lower member as i = 5 (h
1112

>. The 91zr(p,p') data of DuBard and Sheline 38 

also give Jn = 11/2 for the 2.16 MeV state. Since the two levels were not 

resolved by Cohen and Chubinsky and the data of Graue et al. are fit equally 

well with either an i = 4 or an i = 5 curve, it will be assumed here that the 

90 
Zr(d,p) data establish the existence of an h

1112 
state at 2.16 MeV. A sum-

f h 90zr( 16o,15o) 1 d · h h f h 90z (d ) d mary o t e resu ts, compare w1t t ose rom t e r ,p an 

90 3 Zr(a, He) reactions, is given in Table VII. 

The contribution to the 2.16 MeV peak from the unresolved vg
712 

state 

at 2.19 MeV cannot be obtained from the data. However, it can be estimated 

. 92 16 15 93 
w~th the help of the Mo( 0, 0) Mo data presented below (Sec. III-J). In 

92 16 15 
the Mo( 0, 0) spectrum the vg

712 
and vh

1112 
levels are no longer degenerate 
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but are separated by about 800 keV. The spectroscopic factors for the g
712 

levels at 1.359 and 1.516 MeV, 0.26 and 0.14, respectively, 39 are about the 

same as that for the unresolved g712 state at 2.19 MeV in 91zr, whose spectro

scopic factor is 0.48.
36 

Similarly, the i = 5 spectroscopic factors for the 

91 93 . 36 39 Zr 2.16 MeV state and Mo 2.32 MeV state are 0.37 and 0.33, respect~vely. ' 

Fro h . . f h 1 5 d 2 3 M V . 93M h m t e cross sect~on rat1o o t e • an . e groups ~ o, we can t en 

estimate that about 20% of the 2.16 MeV peak in the 90zr( 16o,15o) 91zr reaction 

is due to the vg712 state at 2.19 MeV. This is only a rough estimate but it 

90 16 15 does justify the assumption that the peak in the Zr( 0, 0) data at 2.16 MeV 

is mainly h
1112

• An explanation for the dominance of the h
1112 

over the g
712 

state can be found in the selection rules, which allow L = 6 for the ~1112 
state and L = 3 for the g712 • In a situation of poor momentum matching (the 

16 15 . 
favored ( 0, 0) L transfer at these Q-values 1s about 10) the high spin states 

will be closer to the favored conditions than the lower spin states and thus 

are preferred. 

The higher states seen in the 90 16 15 91 . . Zr( 0, 0) Zr react1on are all qu1te 

weak. The 2.7 MeV state seen in the 16 15 . ( 0, 0) data w1th about 3% of the ground 

state cross section could correspond to the 2.8 MeV, i = 2 state in the 

90z (d ) d 35 · h · f ab 1/30 h f h d t r ,p ata Wl. t a spectroscop1c actor out t at o t e groun sta e. 

The level in the 15o spectrum at 3.4 MeV probably corresponds to the g712 state 

90 . 35 36 
observed at 3.47 MeV in the Zr(d,p) react1on. ' Similarly, i = 5 levels 

36 
have been reported near 4.1 MeV. Above this point the level density is too 

h . h t h 90zr( 16o,15o) data · h h 1· h · lt 1g o attempt to compare t e w1t t e ~g t 1on resu s. 

J. 92Mo(l60 ,150 )93Mo 

Th 92M (16 15 )93M . b d e d 25o e o 0, 0 o react1on was o serve at 1 = 20 an • A 

spectrum at e1 ~ 20° is shown in Fig. 15. The resolution is about 250 keV 
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(FWHM). 
92 3 93 . Included in Fig. 15 is a spectrum from the Mo{a, He) Mo react1on 

at 65 MeV. 
90 16 15 91 As was true for the Zr( 0, 0) Zr data, very few levels are 

populated strongly. A summary of the levels observed in the 92Mo( 16o,15o) 

reaction and their intensities is given in Table VIII.· 

92 93 . 39 
The Mo{d;p) Mo react1on has been studied by Moorhead and Moyer, 

who assigned the 2.32 MeV level as 1 = 5 {h
1112

>. 37 
Booth et al. also assigned 

i = 5 to this level in the 
92

Mo(d,p) reaction.· The complementary 94Mo(d,t) 

40 
reaction has been studied by Diehl et al. in order to confirm the assign-

ments from (d,p) for the low-lying levels in 93Mo. The 0.94 MeV state was 

found to be the strongest 1 = 0 transition, with a spectroscopic factor of 0.64. 

Near 1.5 MeV several states are reported. 92 From a comparison of the Mo(d,p) 

94 39,40 
and Mo(d,t) data the levels are: + + 1.359 MeV(7/2 ), 1.489 MeV{9/2 ), 

+ + 16 15 . 1.502 MeV(3/2 ), and 1.529 MeV(7/2 ). Based on the ( 0, 0) select1on 

rules, the 9/2+ would be the favored transition (L = 5). However, this is a 

-1 vg912 state, since it was populated strongly in the (d,t) experiment and not 

observed at all in the (d,p) data. Of the remaining states, it seems likely 

that the g712 (L = 3) would be stronger than the d312 (L = 1) in a situation 

where the momentum matching for low L transfers is poor. From Fig. 15 it is 

obvious that the relative intensities of the doublet at 1.5 MeV in the 

92Mo( 16o,15o) reaction cannot be explained by populating only the g712 states. 

The 1.36 MeV 7/2+ state has a larger spectroscopic factor than does the 1.53 

MeV 7/2+ state,
39 

while the <16o,15o) data show more intensity to the upper 

92 3 
level by roughly a factor of 2. {This is also true for the Mo{a, He) data 

in Fig. 15.) Whether the intensity of the 1.5 MeV state seen here is due to 

population of the d
312 

state or to the appearance of the 1.49 MeV g
912 

state 

cannot be determined without greatly improved experimental resolution. It 

.... 
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should be remarked here that the estimate of the vg
712 

contribution to the 

2.16 MeV peak in the 
90

zr(16o,15o)91zr reaction (Sec. III-I) was based on the 

assumption that all of the observed intensity at 1.5 MeV in 93Mo was due to the 

vg712 states. Therefore, the estimate of 20% should be considered as an upper 

limit to the expected contribution. 

K. 93Nb(l60 ,150)94Nb 

93 16 15 94 . 
The Nb( 0, 0) Nb react1on was observed at e

1 
= 20 and 25°. A 

spectrum at e1 = 20° is shown in Fig. 16. The resolution was about 250 keV 

(FWHM). Only three levels were populated strongly. Based on a calibration 

fro h 93Nb(l6 15 )94M . h • • · • d curve m t e 0, N o react1on, t e exc1tat1on energ1es determ1ne 

for the three strong levels are -0.05, 1.8, and 2.2 MeV. The peak cross sec-

tions for these levels are given in Table IX. 

The 
93

Nb(d,p)
94

Nb reaction has been studied by Moorhead and Moyer 39 and 

by Sheline et a1. 41 The low-lying levels are interpreted as being a multiplet 

whose main configuration is [~g912 ,(vd512 >~12 J 2+~7+. 
h 1 1 . 1 . 1 . 92Nb 4 '7 '29 gous to t e ow- y1ng mu t1p et seen 1n • 

These states are analo

However, in 
94

Nb the 

states are very close together. Five of the six states lie within 113 keV of 

the ground state in 
94

Nb, while in 92Nb the six levels span 500 keV of 

excitation energy. This explains why the peak in Fig. 16 looks narrow com

pared with the peak seen in the 
91

zr( 16o,15N) 92Nb spectrum (Fig. 11). The 

cross section obtained for this multiplet in 
94

Nb is orily about half that found 

90 16 15 91 . . 
for the Zr( 0, 0) Zr (g.s.) react1on, although the Q-values are the same 

in the two cases. 93 16 15 . In the Nb( 0, 0) react1on, however, the presence of two 

d512 neutrons in the target ground state will reduce the vd
512 

cross section 

compared with that in the 
90

zr( 16o,15o) reaction, since there are only 4 holes 
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in the d
512 

shell (in a simple picture) rather than 6. Moreover, there is 

expected41 to be mixing betWeen the (vd512 >~12+, (vd512 >~12+, and (vd512 >:
12

+ 

configurations which will remove some of the vd
512 

strength from the ground 

• ( Th 9 3Nb ( d ) d . di 4 2 ) state mult~plet. e ,p ata ~n cate t = 2 strength up to 1.5 MeV. 

The excitation energy obtained here for the vd
512 

multiplet is 

incorrect due to there being no known states to include in the calibration 

curve. (In most other reactions at least the ground state could be 

used as a calibration point. While the overlap of known points from various 

runs was never perfect, it was always possible to obtain reasonable excitation 

energy values when there were known points from each of the spectra being 

calibrated.) An estimate of the true excitation energy of the -0.05 MeV 

peak would be the centroid of_the states seen in the 93Nb(d,p) reaction. From 

Ref. 39 this is about 0.06 MeV. Thus, the excitation energies reported for 

the three states seen here are estimated to be low by about 110 keV. 

16 15 The strength of the groups near 2 MeV in the ( 0, 0) data argues 

strongly for a (~g912 ,vh1112 > multiplet at this energy in 94Nb. As is clearly 

evident from 92 16 15 . the Mo( 0, 0) data (F~g. 15) only the vh
1112 

transition is 

comparable in intensity to the vd
512 

transition. 

the vd
512 

and vh
1112 

groups in the 90zr( 16o,15o) 

The energy differences between 

92 16 l5 . and Mo( 0, 0) react~ons, 

2.2 and 2.3 MeV, respectively, agree quite well with the 2.1 MeV difference 

. . 93 16 15 
between the strong groups ~n the Nb( 0, 0) data. No t = 5 neutron transfers 

have been reported in the 
93

Nb(d,p) reaction, but the cross sections for such 

. . . d39 I f trans~t~ons were est~mate to be less than 70 ~b sr at a deuteron energy o 

12 MeV. 

L. 94Zr(l60 ,ls0 )95Zr 

The 
94

zr(
16

o,
15

o)
95

zr reaction was observed only at e1 = 25°. The 

spectrum, obtained from the 15o(7+) charge state, is shown in Fig. 17, along 
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15 90 91 
with 0(7+) spectra from the Zr and Zr targets. Because only the 7+ 

charge state was observed, the amount of data is rather small. Still, it was 

possible to identify the ground and 2.0 MeV states in 
95

zr. 

94 95 34 The Zr(d,p) Zr reaction was studied by Cohen and Chubinsky. The 

ground state was found to be a vd512 level with a spectroscopic factor S = 
0.30. As would be expected from a simple picture of the Zr isotopes, the 

spectroscopic factor of the vd512 transition decreases about a factor of 3 in 

90 94 .. 
going from Zr (6 holes in the vd

512 
shell) to Zr (2 holes in the vd

512 

shell). 

Th 3 b h d hub . 34 . d e 2.0 MeV state seen y Co en an C ~nsky was ass~gne 1 = 4 

(g
712

). From the "systematics" of the C16o,15o) reaction observed here, strong 

population of a vg
712 

state would be unlikely. However, the 2.02 MeV state 

seen by Booth et al. 
37 

was assigned 1 = 5 (h1112 ) , which agrees with the ob

served preference (see Sees. III-I and III-J) for the C16o,15o) reaction to 

populate vh
1112 

states. 

As discussed earlier, there are serious difficulties in attempting to 

obtain cross section information from data corresponding to ions which are not 

fully stripped (see Sec. II-D). However, in this case no data from the 15o(B+) 

charge state were obtained. In order to obtain at least an estimate of the cross 

sections for this reaction, the data were corrected with values of R817 

obtained from Sec. II-D, Eq. (4b). Because of the possible error in this pro-

cedure, an arbitrary SO% error is given to these corrected values. Both the 

uncorrected and corrected cross sections are given in Table X. 

M. 91Zr(l60 ,150 )92Zr 

91 16 15 92 . 15 The Zr( 0, 0) Zr react~on was observed (with the 0(7+) charge 

state) only at e1 = 25°. The spectrum is included in Fig. 17. Three states, 
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at 0.9, 1.5, and 3.5 MeV, were identified. Their intensities, both uncorrected 

and corrected for charge state, are given in Table XI. 

The 
91z (d )92z · 34 , 36 · d" h h o o o 936 d 1 495 r ,p r react~on ~n ~cates t at t e • , • , an • 

2 + + + MeV levels Ck~ mainly (vd
512

) states with spins of 0 , 2 , and 4 respectively. 

The expected (2Jf + 1) dependence of the stripping cross sections, which is 

followed rather well for these states in the (d,p) data, is the probable ex-

planation for the lack of an identifiable ground state peak. 

cross sections of the 0.9 and 1.5 MeV peaks also follow the (2Jf + 1) rule 

almost exactly. 

In the region near 3.5 MeV there were several£.= 5 transitions observed 

. 36 
by B~ngham and Halbert. The strongest of these was at 3.581 MeV. It seems 

reasonable to associate the 3.5 MeV level seen here with this h1112 state, 

based on the observed selectivity of the C16o,15o) reaction in strongly popu-

lating only vd512 and vh1112 states in the other targets studied. 

16 17 . N. ( 0, 0) React~ons 

Due to the method of gating employed with. the heavy ion focal plane 

detector (see Sec. II-C), there can arise certain ambiguities in the particle 

identification. An example of this is 17o(B+) and 15o(7+), which have the same 

Z and (within the 5 ns TOF resolution of the detector) the same value for M/q. 

16 15 16 17 . 
If the Q-values for the ( 0, 0) and ( 0, 0) react~ons are appropriate, they 

will fall in different regions of the focal plane and can therefore be observed 

simultaneously. Such is the case for the c16o,17o) reaction on most of the Zr 

isotopes. 16 17 . Peaks corresponding to the ( 0, 0) react~on (leading to the ground 

f h f . ) h b b d f 91z 92z state o t e ~nal nucleus ave een o serve or r, r, 

sibly 
96

zr. These peaks were all observed in the 150(7+) gate 

94z d r, an pos-

90 
set for the Zr 
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target at e 
1 

= 25°. They are labeled in Fig. 17. (The small peak between the 

90 93 Zr and Zr ground state peaks has a position appropriate for the 

96 16 17 95 . Zr( 0, 0) Zr ground state, although ~t corresponds to a very large cross 

section. Compared with the other C16o,17o) cross sections determined here, 

however, it does not appear to be unreasonably large.) 

Fortunately, it was possible to confirm the identity of some of the 170 

15 peaks seen in Fig. 17 by observing them in the 0(7+) gates of the other targets 

studied. Based on the isotopic abundances from Ref. 4, cross sections for all 

17 90 of the 0 peaks were calculated for the Zr target. In the case of the 

91zr(16o,17o) and 94zr(16o,17o) reactions (also in Fig. 17), the cross sections 

calculated from the 90zr target agreed quite well with those from the 91zr and 

94zr targets. No confirmation for the 92zr(16o,17o) or 96zr(16o,17o) cross 

section was possible since these targets were not used in the heavy ion experi-

. 16 17 ments. The cross sections obta~ned for the ( 0, 0) reaction on the various 

targets are summarized in Table XII. 

In the 91zr( 16o,17o) reaction (Fig. 17), & peak corresponding to the 170 

first excited state at 0.87 MeV was also observed. For all of the other cases, 

17 the Q-value was such that the 0 0.87 MeV peak was off the detector. Al-

17 though the 0 excited state was only observed once, its interpretation seems 

unambiguous. The intensity of the peak is roughly a factor of 20 higher than 

can be accounted for by an isotopic impurity, and the excitation energy, 0.9 

MeV, cannot correspond to a state in the residual nucleus since the first 

· d f 
90z · 1 75 M v exc~te state o r ~s at • e • (Furthermore, the cross section for the 

+ 91 . 43 -3 1.75 MeV 0 state in the Zr(p,d) react~on was less than 10 that of the 

ground state.) . 91 16 17 * 90 The cross sect~on observed for the Zr( 0, 0 ) Zr(g.s.) 

. 91 16 17 90 
react~on was 22% of that for the Zr( 0, 0) Zr(g.s.) reaction. From the 
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selection rules, the latter reaction (d
512 

~ d5/ 2 transition) can have contri

butions from L = 0, 2, and 4, while the former reaction (d
512 

~ s
112 

transi

tion) is restricted to L = 2. The factor of 5 difference in cross section 

between the two reactions may be related to the preference for high L transfers 

(a
1
+2 ~ 10 a1 ) suggested by DWBA calculations. 9 

~ D 
The trend in ( 0, 0) cross sections with mass number can be quali-

tatively understood in terms of the filling of the vd
512 

shell. In a simple 

picture the cross sections should be in the ratio 1:2:4:6 in going from 91zr 

to 96zr. With the exception of the 91zr to 
92

zr ratio, the experimental results 

(Table XII) are in reasonable agreement with this prediction. 

The states observed here were also seen in the (16o,17o) data of 

Christensen et al. 
27 

at 60 MeV. They report peak cross sections of 0.77, 2.13, 

92 94 ' 96 
and 8.4 rnb/sr for the Zr, Zr, and Zr targets, respectively. Since the 

94zr·c 16o,17o) 93zr(g.s.) · h · f f 10 1 h cross sect~on seen ere ~s a actor o arger t an 

that reported at 60 MeV, a> 50 mb/sr cross section for the 96zr(16o,17o) 95zr(g.s.) 

transition appears reasonable compared with the 8 mb/sr cross section observed 

in the lower energy experiment. 

IV. CORE EXCITATION 

The 60 MeV <16o,15N) data obtained by Nickles et a1.
2 

on the Zr isotopes 

were compared with the ( 3He,d) data of Cates, Ball, and Newrnan7 in order to 

find the single-particle states in the odd Nb isotopes. The (a,t) data (Refs. 

3 and 4) on the same targets, however, showed many strong levels which were 

not reported in the ( 3He,d) reaction. The reason for the difference in the 

( 3He,d) and (a,t) results is related to the different momentum matching in the 

two reactions, the ( 3He,d) reaction preferentially populating low angular 

momentum (t ~ 2) states and the (a,t) reaction preferentially populating high 
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angular momentum (t ~ 3) states. As was mentioned earlier, the favored momentum 

16 15 . 16 15 transfer for the ( 0, N) react~on, L r:::s 3, suggests that the ( 0, N) data 

should be compared with (a,t) as well as (
3
He,d) data, in order to better re-

produce the "momentum matching" features of the heavy ion reaction. Table XIII 

lists the core-excited levels suggested by Nickles et al.
2 

along with nearby 

strong states seen in the (a,t) reaction. As can be seen, essentially 

16 15 . all of the levels reported in the ( 0, N) react~on also appear as strong 

(a,t) transitions. The levels at 2.18 and 2.75 MeV in 90zr( 16o,15N) 9~ may 

not have counterparts in the (a,t) data. However, neither of these states was 

b d . h 90Zr(l60,15N) . ( F' 6) o serve ~n t e present exper~ent see ~g. . 

It is clear from the heavy ion data obtained in the experiments reported 

here that the preference for high angular momentum transfer is less pronounced 

than for the (a,t) reaction. As an example, consider the 90zr( 16o, 15N)9~ 

results. The intensity of the 3.37 MeV (2d512) state is greater relative to 

that of the ground state (lg
912

) than was true for the 90zr(a,t) reaction. 

Moreover, the cross section for the 3.37 MeV (2d512 > state (L = 3) is much 

larger compared with that of the 4.81 MeV (lg712 > state (L = 3) in the heavy 

ion than in the light ion data. An explanation for these observations is 

that heavy ion reactions, because they occur in a region well outside the 

nucleus, are more sensitive to the "tail" of the nuclear wave function than 

are light ion reactions. The magnitude of the nuclear wave function at a 

given radius, however, depends on both the quantum numbers n and t. For a 

given radial quantum number, n, the wave function peaks at a larger radius as 

1 increases. On the other hand, increasing the number of radial nodes of a 

wave function (i.e., increasing n) will also cause it to have a larger amplitude 

at large radius. 
208 16 15 . 9 . Based on data from the Pb( 0, N) react~on, ~t appears 
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that the effect of an extra radial node is approximately the same as the effect 

of two additional units of transferred angular momentum. 

In the case of the 
90zr( 16o, 15N) 9~ reaction, if we divide the observed 

cross sections for the ground and 3.37 MeV states by the values of (2Jf + l)C2s 

from Ref. 44, we obtain reduced cross sections of oR(lg912 >: 0.5 and oR(2d512 >: 

0.7. The same calculation using the 
90

zr(a,t) cross sections yields oR(lg
912

): 

0.4 and oR(2d512 > : 0.1. Thus, in (a,t) we would expect that the lg
912 

cross 

section would be about 4 times larger than that for a 2d
512 

state with the same 

16 15 spectroscopic factor,.while in ( 0, N) the states would be populated about 

equally. This argument is not meant to be quantitative, since Q-value effects 

have been ignored. However, for similar Q-values the estimates above are proba

bly reasonable. From the <16o,15N) selection rules (Eq.(l2)), a 1g
712 

and 2d
512 

state require the ~ L transfer, and in this case the 2d512 ~tate (with the ... 

extra radial node) is favored. A nice example of this effect can be found in 

92 16 15 93 16 15 16 15 the Mo( 0, 0) Mo spectrum (Fig. 15). (The ( 0, 0) and ( 0, N) reac-

tions have identical selection rules.) The ground state of 93Mo is 2d
512

, the 

states near 1.5 MeV are lg712 , and the 2.32 MeV state is lhll/2. Comparison 

with the 92Mo(a, 3He) spectrum (also in Fig. 15) shows that, relative to the 

lh1112 level, the 2d512 state is stronger in the heavy ion data, while the lg712 

states are considerably weaker compared with both the 2d512 and lh1112 levels. 

The 
94 16 15 95 . . Zr( 0, N) Nb data obta1ned here show populat1on of the same 

states observed by Nickles et a1. 2 94 In Zr(a,t), the 0.74- 0. 82 MeV (.t : 1) 

doublet had about twice the intensity of the 0.25 MeV (.t : 1) state. Based on 

the results of fitting the ground state peak as a doublet, this ratio is essen

tially the same in the 
94

zr( 16o,15N) data (see Table IV). Similarly, the 1.65 

and 2.10 MeV states, which were strong in the (a, t) reaction, 
4 

are also strong 
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in the (
16o,15N) reaction. The 1.27 MeV level in 

94
zr(a,t), which had about 

8% of the ground state intensity, looks weaker in the heavy ion data (assuming 

it corresponds to the 1.1 MeV level). However, the intensity ratio of the 1.1 

MeV state to the ground state, about 5%, does not differ greatly from the light 

ion ratio. The 2.0 MeV state appears relatively stronger in the heavy ion 

data, but this would occur even for d
512 

states, for example, which would be 

expected to begin to appear at about this excitation energy. A strong d5/ 2 

state, of course, should have been observed in 94zr( 3He,d), but only levels 

up to 1.26 MeV were reported in Ref. 7. 

The apparent absence of the 0.68 MeV level in the 92Mo( 16o,15
N) data 

provides an argument against the importance of a multi-step reaction mechanism 

for this reaction. 3 + This state may correspond to the (~g912 > 7/2 state cal-

Culated
45- 47 to l~e at about 0.7 MeV ~n 93Tc. C · t t "th th" h th • • • ons~s en w~ ~s ypo es~s 

. 92 3 48 49 is the extremely weak population of the 0.68 MeV state ~n Mo( He,d) ' and 

. 1 . 1 . . 92 ( ) 3 ~ts re at~ve y stronger populat~on ~n Mo a,t . If this 7/2+ state is popu-

lated through_a ~g712 admixture, its weakness (compared with the lg
912 

and 

d ) . ( 160 15 ) . d d 2 
512 

states ~n the , N react~on woul be expecte , based on the argu-

ments given above. On the other hand, if a multistep mechanism were important, 

the transition could proceed by a ng
912 

transfer along with uncoupling the 

2 
(g912 >0+ protons. Figure 9 indicates that the likelihood of such a process is 

small. Particularly in 
93

Nb, there is experimental evidence 50 that the low-

lying states do have appreciable admixtures of the core-excited configuration 

[ 92zr(2+) ~ ~g912 J, but the (a,t) levels at 0.80 MeV (5/2+) and 0.95 MeV (9/2+) 

16 15 . 2 
could account for the ( 0, N) state reported by N~ckles et al. at 0.93 MeV. 

An estimate of the importance of a multi-step reaction mechanism can 
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also be made in the case of the 
90

zrC
16o,15o) 91

zr reaction. From Fig. 13 it 

is obvious that only two levels are strongly populated, the same two levels 

· d · h 90z c 3H ) · · wh~ch are strongly populate ~n t e r a, e react~on. The locations of 

core-excited levels in 91zr have been determined by DuBard and Sheline 38 with 

the 91zr(p,p') reaction. They find that the 2.16 MeV level is indeed a member " 

90 - -of the [ Zr(3 ) ~ vd512 J multiplet, as are the states at 2.630 MeV (1/2 ), 

2.683 MeV (7/2-}, 2.800 MeV (9/2-), 2.821 MeV (5/2-), and 3.022 MeV (3/2-). 

As is evident from Fig. 13, only one member of this core-excited multiplet 

is populated with reasonable intensity. It seems unlikely that only 

the 11/2- state (which is known36 , 37 to have an appreciable vh
1112 

single-

. . d ) ld b 1 1 d . h ( 16o 15o) . ~f part~cle arnpl~tu e wou e strong y popu ate ~n t e , react~on • 

core-excitation were an important part of the reaction. mechanism. The 

92Mo( 16o,15o) react.ion (Fig. 15) also yields a spectrum very similar to that 

from the (a, 3He) reaction. Although it has not been experimentally verified, 

it is quite likely h h 2 32 M V 11/2- . . 93M . al 1 t at t e • e state ~n o ~s so part y a 

92 -[ Mo(3 ) ® vd
512

J level. Here too, no other levels except the known single-

particle states are observed. 

From the comparisons made above it must be concluded that, contrary to 

the suggestion of Nickles et al.,
2 •27 there is no strong evidence'for the popu-

lation of states which do not have single-particle st~ength. 

V. DWBA ANALYSIS 

A. Expression for Cross Section 

Under certain assumptions the cross section for nucleon transfer between 

heavy ions 

(c
1 

+ t) + c2 ~ Cc2 + t) + c1 
(14) 

(al} (a2) 
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da (2a2 + 1)(2jl + 1) ~ U 
-:r;:;- = ( )( . 1) f:/,..2 L (2L + 1) w' 2c2 + 1 2] 2 + L 

(15) 

where L is the transferred angular momentum, c2 ,a2 are the spins of the target 

and residual nuclei, and ./1 t 1 j 1 , ~R.2 j 2 are the spectroscopic factor, orbital, 

and total angular momenta of the transferred nucleon in the projectile and 

final nucleus, respectively. The quantity aL(e) is the DWBA cross section for 

the transition t 1j 1 -+ t 2j
2 

proceeding by the angular momentum transfer L) 

52 as calculated by the program DWUCK. The expression for the cross section 

given in Eq. (15) neglects recoil terms, which are of the order Mt/M , and 
al 

results in the selection rules given in Sec. III-A, Eqs. (9)-(11). The calcula-

tions reported here use the finite-range form factor described in Ref. 22. The 

present experiments were performed at incident energies well above the Coulomb 

barrier involving a variety of projectiles and therefore provide a good test 

of the no-recoil DWBA theory. 

B. Proton Transfers 

. 90 16 15 91 The results of calculat~ons for the Zr( 0, N) Nb reaction are shown 

in Fig. 7. The spectroscopic factors deduced for 9~ levels are given in Table 

XIV (~ = c2s2
) where we have normalized the DWBA calculations to~ = 1 for 

h 91b . . t e ~ g.s. trans~t~on. The optical model parameters were taken from Ref. 27. 

These parameters were found to fit the measured elastic scattering. The bound 

state parametars are also listed in Table XIV. As can be seen from Fig. 7, the 

DWBA calculations fit quite well. Unfortunately, there are no reliable L-

signatures. Therefore in the DWBA calculations we have calculated spectre-

scopic factors assuming different values for n2t 2j 2 which are consistent with 
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t 2 values deduced from light ion reactions. Also listed in Table XIV are the 

results obtained for <12c, liB), again normalized to the 
9~ ground state, and 

90 3 . 7 44 results from the Zr( He,d) react~on. ' 

The values of.~ deduced for 9~ states with j 2 = t 2 + 1/2 are in sat

isfactory agreement with those from (~He,d) for both ( 16o,15N) and (12c,11B). 

16 15 However, the spectroscopic factors deduced from the ( 0, N) data for known 

states with j
2 

= t
2 

- 1/2, e.g., the 1.84 MeV f
512 

state and the 4.80 MeV g
712 

state, are too large by about a factor of 25. The j-values for the 
9~ 

3 
levels at 4.2 and 5.3 MeV are not well-established from ( He,d). If we 

16 15 exclude the ( 0, N) calculations for j 2 = t 2 - 1/2, our results are most 

consistent with these states having j 2 = 12 - 1/2 since they are populated 

strongly (relative to the 3.37 MeV d
512 

state) in ( 12c,11
B). 

Table XV lists the results of a DWBA analysis of the 
92

Mo( 16o,15N) and 

92 12 11 . Mo( C, B) react~ons, compared with spectroscopic factors obtained from 

(
3
He,d). 49 The parameters and normalizations are the same as those employed 

in Table XIV. Again there is satisfactory agreement for levels with 

j
2 

= t 2 + 1/2 whereas ~2 for the p
112 

level is greatly overestimated in 

(16o,15
N) and underestimated in <12c,11B). The results for the 3.8 MeV level 

appear to favor a d
312 

or g
712 

assignment, as do those for the 4.8 MeV level. 

A g
712 

(or g
912

) assignment to the 3.8 and 4.8 MeV states would be consistent 

with their being the high-spin levels seen in 92Mo(a,t) near these energies.
3 
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C. Neutron Transfers 

90 16 15 91 . Zr( 0, 0) Zr react~on are shown in Fig. 14. 

c2s
2

) obtained for c16o,15o) are included in 

Tables VII, VIII, and X along with (d,p) results. The same systematic features 

as noted for <16o,15
N) are observed, in particular the spectroscopic factors 

for states with j = i - 1/2 are greatly overestimated. ' 2 2 

The discrepancy in spectroscopic factors between states with j 2 = t
2 

+ 1/2 

and j 2 = t 2 - 1/2 deduced from 16o stripping reactions has been observed in 

h . 9,27 ot er mass reg~ons. It appears to be a consequence of the no-recoil selec-

tion rules (Sec. III-A,Eqs. (9)-(11)) which restrict the allowed L transfers. 

16 15 16 15 • 
The effect is greatest for ( 0, N) or ( 0, 0) re~ct~ons (p112 transfer) 

leading to states with j
2 

= t
2 

- 1/2 since the L transfer allowed by the selec

tion rules is generally smaller than the kinematically favored value. For the 

16o stripping reactions to states with j 2 = t 2 + 1/2 and the C12c,11
B) reaction 

(p
312 

transfer) where larger L-values are allowed by the no-recoil selection 

rules, the calculated cross sections are not so strongly affected by ignoring . 
53-55 the recoil terms. Inclusion of recoil effects allows L transfers normally 

restricted by the parity selection rule, Sec. III-A, Eq. (11). For the 

16 15 12 11 . 
( 0, N) and ( C, B) react~ons, then, L = t 2 is allowed. Since usually 

oL+l >> o1 , the recoil term is most important for reactions where the no-recoil 

selection rules require L < t 2 , which is consistent with the present observa

tions. A DWBA analysis i~cluding recoil effects as suggested in Ref. 54 will be 

presented at a later date. It appears, however, that no-recoil DWBA calcula-

tions may be useful for reactions leading to states where the no-recoil 

12 11 . 16 15 . selection rules allow L > t 2 , e.g., ( C, B) react~ons or ( 0, N) react~ons 

to states with j 2 = t 2 + 1/2. 
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D. Transfers to Projectile Excited States 

16 15 12 11 . 
In the ( 0, N) and ( C, B) react1ons groups were observed which are 

most likely due to transfers to excited states in 
15

N and 1~, respectively. 

It is thus possible to obtain spectroscopic information about these sta~es 

using Eq. (15). In Table XVI we list values for~ deduced for the 
15

N p;~2 
state at 6.33 MeV and the 

11
B p

112 
state at 2.12 MeV, assuming that these are 

the (Doppler broadened) levels seen in Figs. 6 and 9. The results are in fair 

agreement with other measurements. In both cases L > R-2 is allowed so that 

recoil effects should be minimal. 

E. Comparison between Different Reactions 

Since we are using finite-range DWBA it is possible to deduce projectile 

ground state spectroscopic factors by comparing the DWBA normalization factors 

obtained for the different reactions. Although the absolute normalization of 

the DWBA cross sections was not attempted, we have compared spectroscopic fac-

f 150 ( ) d 11 ( ) l . 15N ( ) Th tors or g.s. an B g.s. re at1ve to g.s. . ese are also 

listed in Tabie XVI. The relative values of Ji listed depend somewhat on the 

31 bound state parameters used. This effect has interesting possibilities; 

. 16 15 16 15 the compar1son of ( 0, N) and ( 0, 0) could yield accurate information 

about the proton and neutron single-particle potentials in nuclei since 

the projectiles are mirror nuclei. 

The results given in Table XVI indicate that it is feasible to deduce 

spectroscopic information from different heavy ion reactions by using finite-

range DWBA with a common normalization. This is in contrast to light-ion 

reactions where it is found necessary to use separate DWBA normalization factors 

for each reaction studied.
52 

The DWBA normalization used here for ( 16o,15N) 
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C. Neutron Transfers 

90 16 15 91 . Calculations for the Zr( 0, 0) Zr react~on are shown in Fig. 14. 

Spectroscopic factors (~ : c2s2) obtained for <16o,15o) are included in 

Tables VII, VIII, and X along with (d,p) results. The same systematic features 

as noted for <16o,15
N) are observed, in particular the spectroscopic factors 

for states with j 2 = 12 - 1/2 are greatly overestimated. 

The discrepancy in spectroscopic factors between states with j 2 = 1
2 

+ 1/2 

and j 2 = 12 - 1/2 deduced from 16o stripping reactions has been observed in 

h 
. 9,27 ot er mass reg1ons. It appears to be a consequence of the no-recoil selec-

tion rules (Sec. III-A, Eqs. (9)-(11)) which restrict the allowed L transfers. 

The effect is greatest for c16o,15N) or C16o,15o) reactions (p
112 

transfer) 

leading to states with j
2 

= 1
2 

- 1/2 since the L transfer allowed by the selec

tion rules is generally smaller than the kinematically favored value. For the 

16o stripping reactions to states with j 2 = 12 + 1/2 and the <12c,11B) reaction 

(p312 transfer) where larger L-values are allowed by the no-recoil selection 

rules, the calculated cross sections are not so strongly affected by ignoring . 
. . . 53-55 the reco1l terms. Inclus1on of reco1l effects allows L transfers normally 

restricted by the parity selection rule, Sec. III-A, Eq. (11). For the 

16 15 12 11 . 
( 0, N) and ( C, B) react1ons, then, L = t 2 is allowed. Since usually 

oL+l >> crL, the recoil term is most important for reactions where the no-recoil 

selection rules require L < 12 , which is consistent with the present observa

tions. A DWBA analysis including recoil effects as suggested in Ref. 54 will be 

presented at a later date. It appears, however, that no-recoil DWBA calcula-

tions may be useful for reactions leading to states where the no-recoil 

12 11 . 16 15 . selection rules allow L > 12 , e.g., ( C, B) react1ons or ( 0, N) react1ons 

to states with j 2 = 12 + 1/2. 
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D. Transfers to Projectile Excited States 

16 15 12 11 . 
In the ( 0, N) and ( C, B) react1ons groups were observed which are 

. d f . d . 15 d lL . most l1kely ue to trans ers to exc1te states 1n N an -s, respect1vely. 

It is thus possible to obtain spectroscopic information about these sta~es 

0 15 -1 using Eq. (15). In Table XVI we list values for ~l deduced for the N p 312 
11 

state at 6.33 MeV and the B p112 state at 2.12 MeV, assuming that these are 

the (Doppler broadened) levels seen in Figs. 6 and 9. The results are in fair 

agreement with other measurements. In both cases L > t 2 ·is allowed so that 

recoil effects should be minimal. 

E. Comparison between Different Reactions 

Since we are using finite-range DWBA it is possible to deduce projectile 

ground state spectroscopic factors by comparing the DWBA normalization factors 

obtained for the different reactions. Although the absolute normalization of 

the DWBA cross sections was not attempted, we have compared spectroscopic fac-

15 ( ) d llB ( ) 1 . 15N ( ) Th 1 tors for 0 g.s. an g.s. re at1ve to g.s. • ese are a so 

listed in Tabie XVI. The relative values of Ji listed depend somewhat on the 

31 bound state parameters used. This effect has interesting possibilities; 

h · f c16 15 
) d ( 16o,15o) could · ld · f · t e compar1son o 0, N an y1e accurate 1n ormat1on 

about the proton and neutron single-particle potentials in nuclei since 

the projectiles are mirror nuclei. 

The results given in Table XVI indicate that it is feasible to deduce 

spectroscopic information from different heavy ion reactions by using finite-

range DWBA with a common normalization. This is in contrast to light-ion 

reactions where it is found necessary to use separate DWBA normalization factors 

for each reaction studied.
52 

The DWBA normalization used here for (
16o,15

N) 

.• 
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16 15 208 
has been compared with those used in the analyses of ( 0, N) on Pb at 

9 16 15 27 
69 and 104 MeV and ( 0, N) on fp-shell nuclei at 60 MeV. The different 

normalizations are in very good agreement (±20%) and indicate that DWBA theory 

can account for most of the kinematic effects observed in heavy ion reactions. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS 

The 
16 15 

present Zr( 0, N) results, when compared with the 60 MeV results 

of Nickles 
2 et al., generally show population of the same states. The cross 

sections measured at 104 MeV, however, are much larger than those reported at 

60 MeV. The (
16o,15N) reaction shows a preference for high angular momentum 

transfers similar to (but not as pronounced as) that shown by the (a,t) reac-

tion. There is also a preference for populating levels with.high radial 

quantum numbers. 

The (16o,15o) reaction was also observed on the targets studied here. 

Although the Q-values for this reaction are very negative, measurable cross 

sections (1-3 mb/sr) were observed. The data from the 90zr(
16o,15o) and 

92 16 15 . 3 Mo( 0, 0) react~ons are very similar to those from the (a., He) reaction on 

the same targets. The c16o,15o) reaction, at least in this mass region, appears 

to be an excellent way of observing vh
1112 

levels. The vh
1112 

levels are about 

5 to 10 times stronger than vg
712 

levels in the ( 16o,15o) reaction, while in 

the (a, 3He) reaction the vh
1112 

and vg
712 

transitions have comparable 

intensities. 

The c16o,17o) reaction on 91zr and 
94

zr (and possibly on 92zr and 96zr, 

which are present as isotopic impurities in the targets used here) has also been 

observed. Only the ground state transition was seen in all cases. Outgoing 

17o~ (0 87 M V) . 1 "d "f. d . h 91z (16o 17 ) d . h n • e part~c es were ~ ent~ ~e ~n t e r , 0 ata, w~t an 

17 
intensity about 22% that of the 0 ground state. The cross sections for this 
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reaction are quite large~ more than 20 mb/sr in the case of 94zr( 16o,17o). 

Evidence for the existence of excited outgoing particles was also obtained in 

the (16o,15N), ( 16o,16o'), and < 12c~ 11B) reactions. In these cases the peaks 

were very broad, as would be expected for particles which y decay in flight. 

However~ there was no indication of excited outgoing particles in the c16o,15o) 

data. 

Notably absent in the present data are the proposed core-excited states 

in 91Nb at 2.18 and 2.75 MeV reported by Nickles et a1.
2 

Similarly, the 0.68 

3 93 . 92 16 15 
MeV (g

912
>
712

+ state in Tc was unobserved 1n the Mo( 0, N) data. In the 

( 16o~ 15o) data on 
90

zr and 
92Mo~ only the 11/2 member of the core-excited 

multiplet wa~ populated. These 11/2- states have been seen in both (d,p) and 

(a, 3He) and have significant vh1112 single-particle strength.
36
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Insofar as 

2 the other possible core-excited states seen by Nickles et al. all appear as 

strong (a,t) transitions~ it is concluded here that there is no strong evidence 

for the multi-step mechanism implied by the 60 MeV results. 

Finite~range DWBA calculations using the no-recoil approximation 

indicate that satisfactory results can be obtained for transitions where L > 1 2 

is allowed by the no-recoil selection rules. However~ spectroscopic factors 

16 15 16 15 
for transitions which require L < 12 ~ e.g., ( 0, N) or ( 0, 0) to states 

where j 2 = 1 2 - 1/2~ are greatly overestimated. Calculations with a connnon 

normalization reproduce (to within a factor of about 3) the relative cross sec-

. . 16 15 16 15 16 15 12 11 
tions for a var1ety of react1ons: ( 0~ N)~{ 0, N*),( 0, 0),( C~ B) and 

(
12c,11

B*). These results indicate that, with some notable exceptions, DWBA 

theory is qseful for the analysis of heavy ion reactions well above the 

Coulomb barrier. 
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90 9Im, Table !. Calculation of the Favored L-Transfer for the Zr ~ <s.s.) Transition ~sins Coulomb Trajectories. 

Reaction Elab E Da V.c(D) V/(D) Q k.(D) kf(D) ti .. f L c.m. l. l. 

(MeV) (MeV) (fm) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (fm -1) ( fm -1, 

<l60 ,lsN) 104 88.3 11.6 39 34 -6.96 5.7 5.4 66 63 3 

" 60 50.9 " " " " 2.8 2.5 32 29 3 

(a,t) 50 47.9 7.9 16 8 -14.64 2.4 1.9 19 15 4 

3 ( He,d) 31 30.0 7.7 " II -0.32 1.4 1.4 11 11 0 

a D= do (A~/3 + A;/3). For heavy ions d = 1.65 fm, for light ions d = 1.3 fm. 
0 0 

~ 
~ 

"' 
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. 90 16 15 9~- 90 12 11 9~-Table II. Levels Observed ~n the Zr( 0, N) ~ and Zr( C, B) J[b Reactions. 

This Work Ref. 2 This Work 
(160 ,15N) ( 160 , 15N) <12c,llB) 

E = 104 MeV E = 60 MeV E = 78_ MeV 

Levels 
I • b 

Peak Levels Peak d Levels Peak 
a Cross Section c Observed Cross Section e Cross Section Observed ntens~ty Observed 

(MeV) (mb) (mb/sr) (MeV) (mb/sr) (MeV) (mb/sr) 

o.of 5. 30g 7.83 :t o.o8g o.o 1.39 o.of 9.29 :t 0.20g 

1.29 0.20 0.22 :t 0.01 1.27 0.10 :t 0.02 

1.60 0.24 0.34 :t 0.02 1.61 0.03 1.58 0.22 :t 0.03 

1. 88 o. 31 0.29 :t 0.02 1.99h 1. 33 :t o. 07h 

2.18 0.04 

2.26h 1. 45 :1: 0.07h 

2.75 0.08 

2.97 0.24 0.34 :1: 0.02 2.90 0.25 :1: 0.03 

3.37f 1.66 2.43 :t 0.04 3.36 0.15 3.37 0.78 :1: 0.05 

4.26 0.32i 0.47 :1: 0.02 4.22 0.57 :1: 0.05 

4.81 0.47i 0.59 :t 0.02 4.75 1.05 :1: 0.06 

5.25 0.66i 0.94 :1: 0.03 5.33 0.93 :1: 0.06 

5.9 :t 0.15h 1.35h 1.89 :t 0.04h 

6.6 :t O.lSh 1.40h 2.07 :1: 0.04h 

(Continued) 
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Table II. (Continued) 

~xcitation energy t 100 keV except as noted. 

bintegrated from e = 18 to 41° except as noted. The cross sections have been corrected for charge c.m. 

state as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 

cDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

The cross sections have been corrected for charge state as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 

dDifferential cross section at e1= 60°. 

eExcitation energy t 50 keV. 

fUsed as a calibration point. 

gContains a contribution of about 15% from the unresolved 0.10 MeV level. 

hProbably due to transfer to an excited state of the outgoing particle (see Sec. V-D). 

i Integrated from e = 18 to 35°. c.m • 

. 

& 
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92 16 15 93 92 12 11 93 Table III. Levels Observed in the Mo( 0, N) Tc and Mo( C, ~) Tc Reactions. 

This Work 
(160 ,15N) 

E = 104 MeV 

Levels 
Observed a 

(MeV) 

o.oe 

0.4 

2.7 

3.2 

3.36e 

3.8 

4.4 

4.8 

5.1 

5. gf 

6.7f 

Peak b 
Cross Section 

(mb/sr) 

4.70 t 0.19 

0.75 t 0.08 

0.23 ::1: 0.04 

0.37 ::1: 0.05 

1. 39 :1: 0.10 

0.26 :1: 0.04 

0.42 t 0.06 

0.43 :1: 0.06 

0.29 t 0.05 

1.39 ± O.lOf 

1. 61 .± 0 .11 f 

Ref. 27 
(160 ,15N) 

E = 66 MeV 

Levels 
Observed 

(MeV) 

0.0 

3.36 

Peak c Cross Section 
(mb/sr) 

. 0.47 ::1: 0.05 

0.11 :1: 0.02 

aAbsolute energies± 200 keV, relative energies± 100 keV. 

This Work 
<12c,l~) 

E = 78 MeV 

Levels d 
Observed 

(MeV) 

o.oe 

0.36 

2.13f 

2.62 

3.37 

3.87 

4.73 

Peak 
Cross Section 

(mb/sr) 

5.19 :1: 0.15 

0.38 :1: 0.04 

1.66 :1: o.o8f 

0.21 :1: 0.03 

0.51 :1: 0.05 

0.41 :1: 0.04 

0.31 :1: 0.04 

bDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

(Continued) 
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Table III. (Continued). 

The cross sections have been corrected for charge state as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 

cDifferential cross section at e1= 50°. 

~xcitation energy ± SO keV. 

eUsed as a calibration point. 

fProbably due to transfer to an excited state of the outgoing particle. (See text, Sec. III-D). 

. ' 
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Table IV. Levels Observed in the 94zr( 16o,15N)
95

Nb Reaction. 

Levels 
Observed 

(MeV) 

o.od 

0.3 

0.7 

1.1 

1.5 

1.7 

2.0 

3.0 

3.2 

3.8f 

4.8f 

5.9f 

6.8 f 

This Work 
E = 104 MeV 

Peak a Cross Section 
(rnb/sr) 

3.24 ± 0.09 

0.64 ± 0.04 

1.12 ± 0.05 

0.17 ± 0.02 

0.24 ± 0.02 

0. 31 ± 0.03e 

0.94 ± 0.05 

0.40 ± 0.03 

0.21 ± 0.02 

1. 48 ± 0.06 

1.56 ± 0.06 

1. 86 t 0.07 

1.46 ± 0.06 

b Levels 
Observed 

(MeV) 

0.0 

0. 751 
0.92 

1.6 

2.05 

Ref. 2 
E = 60 MeV 

a 
Absolute energies± 200 keV, relative energies± 100 keV. 

Peak 
Cross Sectionc 

(mb/sr) 

1.43 

0.34 

0.41 

0.52 

bDifferential cross section at e
1
= 25°. The error shown is only that due to 

counting statistics. The cross sections have been corrected for charge state 

as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 

cDifferential cross section ate = 60°. 
i 

~sed as a calibration point. 

eCorrected for 90zrC 16o, 15N) 9 ~(g.s.) impurity by about 30%. 

fCentroids and cross sections are for broad structures (see Fig. 10). 

Individual levels were not separated. 
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Table V. Levels Observed in the 91zr( 16o,15N) 92Nb Reaction at 104 MeV. 

a Levels Observed 
(MeV) 

Peak Cross Sectionb 
(rnb/sr) 

0. 4 7. 22 t 0 .14 

1.8 0.65 t 0.04 

3.6 1.38 :t 0.06 

6.3 6.85 :t 0.14 

aExcitation energy ± 200 keV. All levels are unresolved multiplets. 

bDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. The error shown is only that due to 

counting statistics. The cross sections have been corrected for charge state 

as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 
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Table VI. 93 16 15 94 Levels Observed in the Nb( 0, N) Mo reaction Compared with Previous Work. 

This Work 93Nb(3He,d)94Moa In-beam y Spectroscopy b 

Levels Peak Levels Levels f , .. --" 

d .......... c Cross Section e 
.t irr irr Observed Observed Observed 

(MeV) (mb/sr) (MeV) _ p (MeV) '\'"'" 

- -- ------- ---------- -- ---------

( .. ~~~ 

o.o 0.18 :t 0.02 0.0 4 o+ (0.0) o+ c; 

0.9 0.22 :t 0.03 o. 873 2,4 
'+ 
2 0. 870 2+ <~, 

1.5 0.10 :t 0.02 1.582 2,4 4+ 1.572 4+ --~~ 
, .. 

2+ ..... 
1. 868 2,4 

r 

(0)+ 
~ 

2.08 4 
Ut i,.. 

( )+ .... 
2.295 2,4 2.300 \~~---~.' 

2.422 2,4 6+ 2.421 6+ .. , 
'-~ 

2.527 1 (3,4,5,6)-

2.566 2,4 ( ) + 

(3,4,5,6)- 5 -2.6 1.22 t 0.06 2.614 1 2.608 

2.773 2,4 ( )+ 2.738 (4+) 

2.837 1 (3,4,5,6)-

2.9 2.71 t 0.09 2.875 4 ( 8) + 2.870 6 
(:t)g 

2.960 4 ( 8 ,1) + 2.953 8 
(:t)g 

3.026 1 (3,4,5,6)-

(Continued) 



Table VI. (Continued) 

This Work 

Levels c 
Observed 

(MeV) 

4.1 

8. 8h 

9.9h 

~ef. 7. 

Peak d 
Cross Section 

(rnb/sr) 

0.54 t 0.04 

1.53 t 0.07 

1.20 t 0.06 

b Ref. 30. 

93Nb(3He,d)94Moa 

Levels 
e Observed 

(MeV) 
f. 
p 

J1T 

In-beam y Spectroscopy b 

Levels f 
Observed· J1T 

(MeV) 

3.318 (8 to 10) 

3.357 ( 8+) 

3.364 ( 7-) 

3.803 (9 to 12) 

3.865 

3.894 10 
(t)g 

4.005 ( 8 to 10) 

4.187 (11,12) 

4.493 (8 to 10) 

cAbsolute energies± 200 keV, relative energies± 100 keV. 

dDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

The cross sections have been corrected for charge state as described in the text (Sec. II-D). 

eExcitation energy t 5 keV. fExcitation energy t 1 keV. 

(Continued) 
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Table VI. (Continued) 

gThe 2.870, 2.953, and 3.894 MeV states are connected by E2 decay and must all have the same parity. 

hCentroids and cross sections are for broad structures (see Fig. 12). Individual levels were not 

separated. 
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Table VII. Levels Observed in the 
90

zr(
16o,15o) 91

zr Reaction Compared with Previous Work. 

This Work 90zr(d,p) 9 ~ra 90zr(a, 3He) 9 ~ra 
Levels b Peak d 

~d 
Levels 

c2s 
Levels 

c2s Observed Cross Section c i" Observed JlT Observed 
(MeV) (mb/sr) 2 (MeV) (MeV) 

o.oe 3.07 :t 0.06 5/2+ l.Of 0.0 5/2+ 1.04 0.0 0.98 

1.201 1/2+ 0.93 

1. 459 5/2+ 0.03 

1. 871 7/2+ 0.08 1.874 0.09 

2.031 3/2+ 0.63 2.040 0.45 

2.16e 3.38 :1: 0.06 11/2 - 1~/2 -0.91 2.157 0.37 t0.41 U1 
-'= 

7/2+ 
2.176 

2.186 0.48 0.48 

-2. 309 11/2 0.05 2.323 0.05 

2.541 1/2+ 0.34 

2.7 0.12 :1: 0.01 5/2+ 0.48 2.681 
3/2+ 39. g 

2. 792 ( 3/2:)h o.o7h 
5/2 0.03 

2.853 3/2+ 0.08 2.847 0.13 

2.902 (1/2+) 0.10 

2.992 

3.068 3/2+ 0.28 3.063 0.22 

,(Cont~nued) 
,·• 
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Table VII. (Continued) 

This Work 90Zr(d,p)91Zra 90zr{a,3He) 9lzra 

Levels Peak d Levels Levels r-

Observecf ~d c2s c2s 
,,. 

Cross Section c ir Observed· J'IJ' Observed 
{MeV) (rnb/sr) 2 (MeV) (MeV) ,_ 

.~' ,....,.., 

3.270 3/2+ 0.17 3.277 0.19 ,. . 

'"'" 
3.4 0.31 ± 0.02 7/2+ 335. g 3.444 7/2+ 0.42 3.466 0.34 ( .. 

3.533 7/2+ 0.09 3.575 0.08 ~ 

3.610 
r 
~ ......... 

( 3/2+) 
; 

3.661 (0.11) 3.676 (0.11) .. 
(11/2-) (0.03) (0.03) '" 

I 

"-c.n 

3.721 c 

3.824 ( 3/2+) 0.12 3.817 0.19 
4:t.:.,.. 

3.8 0.29 :t 0.02 3/2+ ll:7. 
g 3. 880 (3/2+) (0.05) 3.904 (0.05) 

11/2 0.16 (11/2-) (0.08) (0.09) 

- -4.1 0.11 :t 0.01 11/2 0.06 11/2 4.081 0.04 

11/2- 4.254 0.06 

4.4 0.12 ± 0.01 11/2- 0.07 

-4.7 0.12 t 0.01 11/2 0.08 

5.0 0.15 :t 0.01 11/2 0.09 

(Continued) 



Table VII. (Continued) 

a Ref. 36 

bAbsolute energies ± 200 keV, relative energies ± 100 keV. 

cDifferential cross section at e~= 25°. ·The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

~he spin and parity assumed for the DWBA calculations and the spectroscopic factor deduced under 

that assumption. The Jn are not determined in the present experiment. The potentials used are 

given in Table XIV, footnote (a). 

eUsed as a calibration point. 

fThe DWBA calculations have been normalized such that~2= 1.0 for the 9lzr(g.s.) transition. 

g~2 for states with j 2=~2-l/2 is deduced using the no-recoil selection rules, Eqs. (9)-(11). 

See Sec. V-C. 

h Ref. 35. 
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Table VIII. 

Levels b 
Observed 

(MeV) 

o.of 

0.9 

1.3 

1.5 

2.32f 

92 16 15 93 . . Levels Observed in the Mo( 0, 0) Mo React~on Compared w~th Previous Work. 

This Work 

Peak 
Cross Sectionc 

(mb/sr) 

2.64 :1: 0.11 

0.05 :1: 0.02 

0.22 :1: 0.03 

0.48 :1: 0.05 

2.50 :1: 0.11 

d 
irr 

5/2+ 

1/2+ 

7/2+ 

9/2+ 

3/2+ 

7/2+ 

9/2+ 

11/2-

Jd 
2 

0.69 

0.25 

6.8 g 

0.05 

32. g 

15. g 

0.11 

0.67 

Levels e Observed 
(MeV) 

0.0 

0.950 

1.371 

1.486h 

1.502 

1.529 

1. 706 

2.157 

2.194 

2.320 

92Mo(d,p)93Moa 

J1T 

5/2+ 

1/2+ 

7/2+ 

9/2+ 

3/2+ 

7/2+ 

3/2+ 

1/2+ 

3/2+ 

11/2-

c2s 

o. 87 

0.64 

0.26 

o.so 

0.14 

0.18 

0.007 

0.053 

0.33 

~efs. 39 and 40. bAbsolute energies± 200 keV, relative energies ± 100 keV. 

~ifferential cross section at e
1
= 25°. The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

dThe spin and parity assumed for the DWBA calculations and the spectroscopic factor deduced under 

that assumption. The DWBA normalization, etc., are the same as for Table VII. 
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Table VIII. (Continued) 

eOnly levels below 2.32 MeV are included. 

fUsed as a calibration point. 

gSee text, Sec. V-C. 

hObserved only in the 94Mo(d,t) data of Ref. 40. 

01 
CXI 
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I 
I 

Table IX. Levels Observed in the 93Nb( 16o,15o) 94
Nb Reaction at 104 MeV. 

Levels Observed a Adjusted Energyb Peak Cross Section 
(MeV) (MeV) (mb/sr) 

-0.05 0.06 1. 68* 0.06 

1.8 1.91 1. 23* 0.05 

2.2 2.31 0.96± 0,.04 

~xcitation energy ± 200 keV. 

c 

bNormalized to the expected excitation energy of the low-lying [n&g
12

,(vd
512

>:
12

J 

multiplet. See text, Sec. III-K. 

cDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. The error shown is only that due to 

counting statistics. 



Table X. Levels 

a Levels Observed 

(MeV) 

0.0 

2.0 

~xcitation energy :t 

60 

Peak Cross Sectionb 
(uncorrected) 

(mb/sr) 

0.16 :t 0.02 

0.14 :t 0.02 

200 keV. 

Peak Cross Sectionc 
(corrected) 

(mb/sr) 

0. 87 :t 0.44 

0.72 t 0. 36 

b 15o(7+) differential cross section 0 
at e2.= 25 ' but calculated 

5/2+ 

-11/2 

as for 

See Sec. II-D, Eq. (Bb). The error shown is only that due to counting 

statistics. 

0.47 

0.23 

150( 8+). 

c 150(7+) cross section from column 2 after correction by R
817 

from Sec. II-D, 

Eq. (4b). An arbitrary error of t SO% is assumed for the correction. 

~e spin and parity assumed for the DWBA calculations and the spectroscopic 

factor deduced under that assumption. The DWBA normalization, etc., are the 

same as for Table VII. 
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Table XI. Levels Observed in the 9~r< 16o, 15o) 92zr Reaction at 104 MeV. 

Levels Observed a Peak Cross Section b 
Peak Cross Section c 

(uncorrected) (corrected) 
(MeV) (mb/sr) (mb/sr) 

0.9 0.20 :1: 0.02 1.13 :1: 0.67 

1.5 0.37 :1: 0.03 2.03 :1: 1.02 

3.5 0.21 :1: 0.02 1.11 :1: 0.56 

~xcitation energy ± 200 keV. 

b 150(7+) differential cross section at e1= 25°, but calculated as for 15o(8+). 

See Sec. II-D, Eq. (Bb). The error shown is only that due to counting 

statistics. 

c 15o(7+) cross section from column 2 after correction by R
817 

from Sec. II-D, 

Eq. (4b). An arbitrary error of± SO% is assumed for the correction. 
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Table XII. Zr( 16o,17o) Cross Sections at 104 MeV. 

R . b 
eact~on Target: 

12.6 :t 1.0 

12.1 :t 1.2 

942 <160 110 >93~ < ) r , ~r g.s. 20.5 :t 1.8 

(51. 

Peak Cross Sectiona 
(mb/sr) 

91zr 94Zr 

12.4 :t 0.2 

2.8 :t 0.1 

21.8 :t 0.2 

aDifferential cross section at e1= 25°. Isotopic abundances are taken from 

Ref. 4. The error shown is only that due to counting statistics. 

b "17 *" 17 The 0 refers to the outgoing 0 being in its 0.87 MeV (s
112

> first 

excited state. 

cThe amount of 96zr is given as < 0.1%, so only a lower limit to the cross 

section can be calculated. 
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Table XIII. Collective Levels Observed in Zr(16o,15N)Nb Compared with Zr(a,t)Nb Results. 

(160 ,1SN)a (a,t) b (160 ,1SN)a (a ,t) b 

J'""-

I d E f I d 
'\.,..,. 

Target E c E Ie E Ie 
2 2 3 3 -•,,..._ 

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) (MeV) ,. ..... 
~-

90Zr r 

2.18 0.03 2.30 0.01 2.75 0.06 2.61 0.007 ~ ...... 

2. 77 0.003 '-
2.90 0.02 '(;~ .... .,. 

;--

92Zr 
"\.., 

0.93 o.os 0.95 0.02 2.34 0.17 2.301 0,03 
2,36 

01 
~~ 

94Zr 
(&). 

0.92 -- 0.82 0.04 2.05 0,36 2.10 0,08 
"'' ........... 

1.00 0.01 
" ""''· 

a Taken from Ref. 2. 

b Taken from Refs. 3 and 4. 

cAssumed [Zr(2+) a 1rg
912

J configuration. 

~atio of differential cross section ( at e1= 60°) to that of ground state. 

eRatio of integrated cross section to that of ground state. 

fAssumed [Zr(3-) a wg
912

J configuration. 



Table XIV. Spectroscopic Factors for 
9~ Levels. 

----- ---- ·-

This Worka This Worka Refs. 7 and 44 

(160 , 15N) <12c,llB) 3 ( He,d) 

E(
16o) = 104 MeV E( 12c) = 78 MeV 3 E( He) = 31 MeV 

E b 
c 

Ld ~ e E b 
c 

Ld ~e E f t f c2sf J'IT J'IT 
X 2 X 2 X p 

(MeV) (MeV) (MeV) 

0.0 9/2+ 5 l.Og o.o 9/2+ 3,5 l.Og . o. 0 4 0.92 
0.10 1 0.43 

-1.29 3/2 2 0.06 1.27 3/2 0,2 0.05 1.31 1 0.05 

-1.60 3/2 2 0.09 1.58 3/2 0,2 0.11 1.60 1 0.08 

1.56h "' 1. 88 5/2 2 1.84 3 0.06 +" ----
2.97 5/2+ 3 0.04h 2.90 5/2+ 1,3 0.11 3.07] 2 0.04 

3/2+ 1 2.17 3/2+ 1,3 0.06 3.11 

3.37 5/2+ 3 0.33 3.37 5/2+ 1,3 0.33 3.36 2 0. 39 

. 4.26 5/2+ 3 0.07h 4.22 5/2+ 1,3 0.30 4.181 2 0.05 
3/2+ 1 5.3 3/2+ 1,3 0.17 to 4.30 
9/2+ 5 0.1 h 9/2+ 3,5 0.3 
7/2+ 3 6.9 7/2+ 3,5 0.12 

11/2 6 0.05 11/2 4,6 0.11 

4.81 9/2+ 5 0.12h 4.75 9/2+ 3,5 0.55 4.771 4 0.34 
7/2+ 3 10.0 7/2+ 3,5 0.23 4.80 

11/2 6 0.08 11/2 4,6 0.25 

5.25 5/2+ 3 0.13h 5.33 5/2+ 1,3 0.49 5.24 2 0.13 
3/2+ 1 9.0 3/2+ 1,3 0.27 

(Continued) 
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Table XIV. (Continued) 

~he Woods-Saxon potentials used in the calculations are: i) Optical Potential: V= -40 MeV, W= -15 MeV, 

R= 1. 30(Ai13 + A~13 ) fm, and a= 0. 5 fm; ii) Proton and neutron bound states in the projectile: R= 1. 20 Ai13 

fm, a= 0.65 fm, >..80= 0, and V adjusted to fit the binding energy; iii) Proton states in the final nucleus: 

R= 1.28 A;13 fm, a= 0.76 fm, >..80= 18, and V adjusted (C.J. Batty and G.W. Greenlees, Nucl. Phys. Al33, 673 

(1969)); iv) r-:~utron states in the final nucleus: R= 1.25 A;13 fm, a= o. 70 fm, >..80: 18, and V adjusted. 

b From Table II. 

cSpin and parity of the final state assumed for the DWBA calculations. 

d From Eqs. (9)-(11). 

eSpectroscopic factor (~ 2 = c2s2) deduced from DWBA calculations for the assumed Jw , normalized to e1= 25°. 

fExcitation energy t 15 keV. All 1p= 2 levels assumed d512 , all tp= 1 levels except 0.10 MeV assumed p312 , 

all 1p= 4 levels except g.s. assumed g712 , all 1p= 3 levels assumed f 512 • Only levels near those seen in 

the heavy ion data are listed. 

gThe DWBA results are normalized such that~2= 1.0 for the 9~ g.s. 

hSee Sec. V-C for a discussion of ~2 determined for states with j 2=t2-l/2. 
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Table XV. SEectroscoEic Factors for 
93

Tc Levels. 

This Worka This Work a Ref. 49 

( 160 '15N) <12c,llB) 
3 . 

( He,d) 

E( 16o) = 104 MeV E(12c) = 78 MeV E(
3He) = 35 MeV 

E b 
c 

Ld oJe E b 
c 

Ld ;J2e E f c2ffl J1T J1T R. g 
X 2 X X p 

(MeV) {MeV) (MeV) 

0.0 9/2+ 5 0.49 o.o 9/2+ 3,5 0.56 o.o 4 0.50 

0.4 1/2 0 4.78h o. 36 1/2- 2 0.09 0.40 1 0.28 

2.7 5/2+ 3 o.o4h 2.62 5/2+ 1,3 o.o8 2.56 2 0.019 
3/2+ 1 1.57 3/2+ 1,3 0.03 0.037 0'1 

0'1 

3.2 5/2+ 3 0.07h --- 3.15 2 0.018 
3/2+ 1 2.90 0.034 

3.36 5/2+ 3 0.28h 3.37 5/2+ 1,3 0.43 3.34 2 0.41 
3/2+ 1 11.8 3/2+ 1,3 0.21 0.78 

3.8 5/2+ 3 0.07h 3.87 5/2+ 1,3 0.25 3.89 (2) (0.06) 
3/2+ 1 2.95 3/2+ 1,3 0.11 (0.11) 
9/2+ 5 0.03h 9/2+ 3,5 0.10 
7/2+ 3 3.4 7/2+ 3,5 0.06 

11/2- 6 0.03 11/2 4,6 0.07 

4.4 5/2+ 3 0.14h 4.39 
3/2+ 1 5. 72 
9/2+ 5 0.06h 
7/2+ 3 6.0 

11/2 6 0.05 

(Continued) 
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Table XV. (Continued) 

This Worka 

(160 , 15N) 

E( 16
o) = 104 MeV 

E b 
c 

Ld JTT rJ e 
X 2 

(MeV) 

4.8 5/2+ 3 0.15h 
3/2+ 1 6.27 
9/2+ 5 0.07h 
7/2+ 3 7.2 

11/2-. 6 0.05 

-5.1 3/2 2 0.46h 
1/2 - 0 26.0 

a See Table XIV, footnote (-a). 

b See Table III. 

E b 
X 

(MeV) 

4.73 

5.10 

This Worka 

<12c,l~) 

E(12c) = 78 MeV 
c 

Ld J'll' 

5/2+ 1,3 
3/2+ 1,3 
9/2+ 3,5 
7/2+ 3,5 -11/2 4,6 

3/2- 0,2 -1/2 2 

~e 
2 

0.65 
0.30 
0.14 
0.08 
0.10 

<0.8 
<1.5 

cSpin and parity of the final state assumed for the DWBA calculations. 

d From Eqs. (9)-(11). 

Ref. 49 

3 ( He,d) 

3 E( He) = 35 MeV 

E f ~ g c 2sg 
X p 

(MeV) 

f4.76 
4.88 

5.17 1 0.083 
0.23 

e . .0 _ 2 'II' o 
Spectroscop~c factor (~ 2 = C s 2) deduced from DWBA calculations for the assumed J , normalized to e1= 25 • 

fExcitation energies t 40 keV or less. 

gWhen two values are listed the upper corresponds to j 2=t2+1/2, the lower to j 2=t2-l/2. For light ion 

transfer reactions, tp=t2 in both cases. 

hSee Sec. V-C for a discussion of~2 determined for states with j 2=~2-l/2. 
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Table XVI. Projectile Spectroscopic Factors. 

Reaction E (l)a E (2)b (n.tj)~ (n.tj)~ ~ e rJ f 
X X 1 1 

(MeV) (MeV) This Pickup 
Work 

goZr(l60,J.sN>9~ 0 0 lpl/2 ~/2 2.14g 2.14h 

90Zr(l60 ,15N)9~ 6 0 lp3/2 lg9/2 2.49i 3.72h 

94Zr(l60 ,15N)95Nb 6 0 lp3/2 lg9/2 3.011 3.72h 

92Mo(l60 ,15N)93Tc 6 0 lp3/2 lg9/2 2.791 3.72h 

90Zr(l2C,l~)9~ 0 0 lp3/2 lg9/2 2.98~ . 2 .98k 
10.4 l.,J 

90Zr(l2C,~)9~ 2 0 lpl/2 l&g/2 1.191 0. 78k 

92Mo(l2c,1~)93Tc 2 0 lpl/2 lg9/2 1.941 o. 78k 

90Zr(l60,150)9~ 0 0 .lpl/2 2d5/2 
3.32i,j 1.8m 

~xcitation energy of projectile. bExcitation energy of final nucleus. 

cAssumed n.tj values for nucleon transferred from projectile. 

dAssumed n.tj values for nucleon transferred to target. 

eDeduced from DWBA calculations. The various potentials are given in 

Table XIV, footnote (a). 

fDeduced from light ion pickup reactions. 

~ormalized to the light ion result. 

hJ.C. Hiebert, E. Newman, and R.H. Bassel, Phys. Rev. 154,898 (1967). 

iObtained with the normalization constant determined from the 90zr( 16o, 15N) 9~ 

reaction with E (1)= 0 MeV and E (2)= 0 MeV. 
X . X 

jDeduced from cross section ratio to 90zr( 16o, 15N) assuming~2 = 1. 

kF. Hinterberger, G. Mair1e, U. Schmidt-Rohr, P. Turek, and G.J. Wagner, 

Nuc1. Phys. A106, 161 (1968). 

10btained with the normalization constant determined from the 90zr( 12c, 1~) 9~ 

reaction withE (1) = 0 MeV and E (2) = 0 MeV. 
X X 

m J.L. Snelgrove and E. Kashy, Phys. Rev. 187, 1246 (1969). 
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FIGURE CAPTIONS 

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the 24-inch scattering chamber and magnetic 

spectrometer. 

Fig. 2. Simplified block diagram of the electronics used in conjunction with 

the heavy ion focal plane detector system. 

Fig. 3. Corrected time-of-flight vs position spectrum obtained from the bom-

90 . 16 
bardment of Zr w1th 104 MeV 0 at e = 25° •. The M/q value for each 

1 

band of particles is indicated at the right of the figure. A display 

threshold of 10 counts was used to clearly differentiate the various 

bands. The dots are intensified on a logarithmic scale. 

Fig. 4. 6E/6X vs position spectrum obtained from the bombardment of 90zr with 

16 104 MeV 0 at e1 = 25°. Bands corresponding to carbon, nitrogen, and 

oxygen are indicated at the right of the figure. A display threshold 

of 10 counts was employed. The dots .are intensified on a logarithmic scale. 

Fig. 5. Time-of-flight vs 6E/6X spectrum obtained from the bombardment of 
90

zr 

with .104 MeV 16o at e
1 

= 25°. The TOF signals were corrected by the 

computer (see Fig. 3) to remove the position dependence. Groups corre-

sponding to various values of M/q and Z are indicated. A display thresh-

old of 15 counts was employed. The dots are intensified on a logarithmic 

scale. 

F . 6 T 15N . • fro h 90z (16 15 )9L_ . 1g. • op: pos1t1on spectrum m t e r 0, N ~ react1on at 

e
1 

= 25°. The two-dimensional arrays corresponding to this spectrum 

are displayed in Figs. 3 to 5 • 

B 11B . . fro h 9o2 <12c 11B)91_ . ottom: pos1t1on spectrum m t e r , rib react1on 

at ei = 25°. The edge of the detector occurs at about channel 15, 

as shown. 



Fig. 7. 

Fig. B. 

Fig. 9. 

Fig. 10. 

Fig. ll. 

Fig. 12. 

Fig. 13. 
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Angular distributions of 
15

N from the 
90zr( 16o, 15N) 9~ reaction 

leading to the 0.0 MeV (g
912

> and 3.37 MeV (d
512

> states. The 

curves are DWBA calculations for the angular momentum transfers in-

dicated (see Sec. V). 

Position spectra from the inelastic scattering of 104 MeV 
16o on 

f 
90z 92

M d 
93

Nb Th b d 6 M V targets o r, o, an • e rca groups near e are 

probably due to (Doppler broadened) 
16

0 excited states. 

15 . . . .C...- h 92 (16 15 )93 . Top: N pos~t~on spectrum ~~~m t e Mo 0, N Tc react~on at 

ll_ 92 12 11 93 . 
Bottom: ~ position spectrum from the Mo( C, B) Tc react~on at 

. . f 11 ... ( ) . . d. The pos~t~on o the B·· p
112 

state 1s 1n 1cated. The 

edge of the detector occurs at about channel 15, as shown. 

l5N position spectrum from the 94Zr(l60 ,15N)95Nb reaction at aR. = 25°. 

lSN position spectrum from the 91Zr(l60 ,1SN)92Nb reaction at eR. = 25°. 

The peak near channel 50 is due to leak-through f . 170 o an 1ntense 

15 peak from the 0(7+) gate (see Fig. 17). 

15
N position spectrum from the 

93
NbC

16o,15
N)

94
Mo reaction at e

1 
= 20°. 

15 90 16 15 91 . 
0 position spectrum from the Zr( 0, 0) Zr react1on at a

1 
= 25°. 

90 3 91 
A Zr(a, He) Zr spectrum at a

1 
= 25° is shown for comparison. 

. 14 150 gul d" ib . fr h 90 (16 150)91 . 1 d" F~g. . an ar 1str ut1ons om t e Zr 0, Zr react1on ea 1ng 

to the 0.0 MeV (d
512

> and 2.16 MeV (h
1112

) states. According to the 

selection rules the ground state transition is 1=3 and the 2.16 MeV 

transition is 1=6. The curves are DWBA calculations (see Sec. V). 

F . 15 150 . . f 92 (16 15 )93 . 
~g. • pos1t1on spectrum rom the Mo 0, 0 Mo react1on at 

92 3 93 e
1 

= 20°. A Mo(a, He) Mo spectrum at e
1 

= 25° is shown for 

comparison. 

-· 

• 



Fig. 16. 

Fig. 17. 
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15o . . . . t f th pos~t~on spec rum rom e 
93 16 15 94 . Nb( 0, 0) Nb react~on at 

et = 20°. The calculated energy of the [wg912 ,(vd512 >;12 J multiplet 

was found to be -0.05 MeV. The excitation energies for all three 

states are believed to be low by about 110 keV. (See text,Sec. III-K.) 

15 90 16 15 91 . . 
Top: 0(7+) position spectrum from the Zr( 0, 0) Zr react~on at 

e1 = 25°. The small peaks near channel 50 are due to 17o(8+) from the 

(
16o,17

o) reaction on isotopic impurities in the target leading to 

the final states indicated above the peaks. 

Middle: 150(7+) position spectrum from the 91zr( 16o,15o) 92zr 

reaction at e1 = 25°. The peaks at the bottom of the spectrum are 

' 91 16 17 90 
due to the Zr( 0, 0) Zr (g.s.) reaction, with the larger one 

b • d 1 7o . . d d h . 1 7o . e~ng ue to ~n ~ts groun state an t e smaller one to ~n 

its 0.87 MeV (s
112

> first excited state. 

Bottom: 15o(7+) position spectrum from the 94zr( 16o,15o) 95zr 

reaction at e R.. = 25°. The large peak at the bottom of the spectrum 

94 16 17 93 . is due to the Zr( 0, 0) Zr (g.s.) react~on • 
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r-----------------LEGALNOTICE--------------------

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by the 
United States Government. Neither the United States nor the United 
States Atomic Energy Commission, nor any of their employees, nor 
any of their contractors, subcontractors, or their employees, makes 
any warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or 
responsibility for the accuracy, completeness or usefulness of any 
information, apparatus, product or process disclosed, or represents 
that its use would not infringe privately owned rights. 
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